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INTRODUCTORY

In 1937 the Government appointed a committee under the 
Chairmanship of Mr. J. C. Powell-Prioej M.A., I.E.8., to suggest 
ways and means to improve the management of private institu
tions. It submitted its report in 1940 but owing to the interven
tion of the Second World War, most of its recommeudationa could 
not be given e£Fect to.

The second world war depleted our schools of a large number 
of teachers who could easily get more lucrative temporary jobs. 
At the same time there was a fresh wave of enthusiasm for open
ing a large number of secondary schools to be financed by the 
men made rich by the war. The W ar had npset the economic 
balance of the country and with the index of prices rising three to 
four times, the teachers had to face a period of acute economic 
distress as their salaries had remained stationary. The com
plaints against the management of schools, which could not meet 
the crisis, also increased. The discontent among teachers is a 
thing which no Government can regard with equanimity, for dis
gruntled teachers can hardly be expected to give the right type of 
education to the growing generation of citizens in a free democracy. 
The Congress Government, therefore, soon after the assumption of 
office in 1946, appointed a Committee to enquire into the condi
tions of the private institutions with the following terras of 
reference:

To enquire into the short-cotmings of the present working 
and administration of Non-Governmoent aided Anglo-Hindustani 
institutions, to suggest ways and means of their removal and put
ting the management of these institutions on a more efficient foot
ing and in particular to consider the question how the managing 
committees should be constituted, what their powers and functions 
should be, and to what extent it is desirable that Government 
should assume greater control over Managing Committees whose 
manner of working is obviously harmful to the welfare of the insti
tutions under their care. The Committee should consider if  
legislation will be required or not to vest greater control in 
Government over these committees and if  legislation is necessary, 
on what lines broadly it should be undertaken. In making any



general recommendatioiis which it may consider fit and necessary 
to improve the management of these institutions, the committee 
should have due regard to considerations of economy.”

Soon after the formation of the committee, its Secretary 
(Thakur Nehpal Singh, B.A. (Oxon), I.E.S.,) issued the following 
<1. 0. to the managers and heads of aided secjndary institutions in 
the pro vine 9 :

You may he aware that a Committee has been forntod by 
the Government with a view to report on the steps that should be 
taken to improve the management of the Government-aided Anglo- 
Hindustani institutions. The teaching side is represented in this 
Committee, by Messrs. Noushah Husain Naqvi, M.A.., B. Sc., Lt., 
Assistant Master, Shia Intermediate College, Lucknow, and Hira 
Lai Khanna, Principal, B.N.8.D., Intermediate College, Cawnpore. 
They will no doubt represent the needs of your order with sug
gestions for improving the condition in such a way that the two 
ends, of making the lot of the teacher a happy one and of chang
ing the spirit of instruction in a way to make a potent force for 
rejuvenation of a society suffering from a variety of maladies are 
secured to the fullest extent. All the sime, I shall be glad, if you 
drew up in summary form your views on the short-comings which 
this Committee can deal with, along with suggestions for their 
removal and forward them to me at a very e irly  date at the ab >V3 
address. This will enable the committee to arrive at conclusions, 
which may better secure the end in view. I may add that the 
question of salaries is outside the purview of this Committee.”

A large number of suggestions were received in response to 
this letter. In the meantime Mr. Nehpal Singh was appointed 
Deputy Secretary, Education, and was succeeded by the Present 
Secretary. On the basis of the suggestions received, he prepared 
a draft questionnaire which was approved by the Committee with 
certain changes and additions. The questionnaire was issued to 
the managers and heads of all the aided Anglo-Hindustani Second
ary institutions. The latter were requested to consult their 
Assistant Masters also. The questionnaire was also issued to all 
the members of the legislature and to the U.P.S.E.A. A  number 
of copies were sent to this Association for being sent to its branches. 
For the information of the general public a notification was issued 
in the press and people interested in answering the questionnaire



were requested to obtain copies from the Secretary. In all-over 
1,800 copies of the questionnaire w’ere issued. The nutnbar of replies 
received by the Secretary, however, did not exceed 400.

The Committee also dejided to taka oral evidflaoe and the 
following ladies and gentlemen were invited to give it :

Local Departmental Officers^
1. Inspector of Schools, 8. N. Kjchlu, Esq., LL.B.,

Inspector of Schools, Lucknow Division.
2. Principal, Training College, R. B. B. N. Jha, B. Sc.,

L.T,, B. Ed.
5. Principal, Jubilee Inter. College, M. S. Mangalik, Esq., M .A.
4. Principal, Women’ s Training College, Miss Krishna Dasi

Khanna, M^A.
5. Inspectress of Girls Schools, Mrs. Haraida Banu Faruqui,

M.Sc., Inspectress of Girls Schools, V II Circle.

Managers.
1. Akhtar Adil Esq., Civil Lines, Drummond Road, Agra,
2. Shakir A li Esq., Bar-at-Law, Gorakhpur,
3. N. Jordon Esq., Parker High School, Moradabad.
4. Badri Pd. Kacker Esq., MX,C., i.^atehpur,
5. Rai Ram Charan Agarwal, M.L.C., Bari Kothi, Daragaiij,

All.ahabad.
6. Mrs. S. K. Rudra, Allahabad,
7. Babu Misri Lai, Advocate, H. B, Inter College, Aligarh.
8. Dr. A. N. Singh, D. Sc., Badshah Bagh, Lucknow,
9. Dr. A . C. Chatterjee, D. Sc., Wardon Hewett Hostel,

Lucknow.
10. B. Mahadeo Prasad Munsarim, Shikohabad.
11. Iqbal Narain Gurtu Esq., Banaras.
12. Captain U  P. Mathur, St. John’s College, Agra,



Teachers and Head Masters.

1. H. S. Jauhari, Assistant Master, K. K. Intermediat©
College, Luckuow.

2. B. N. Singh Esq., Head Master, Aminabad High School,
Lncknovr.

3. Shiva Singh E sq, Principal, Jat Inter, Agricultural
College, Baraut.

4. K. P. Gaur Esq., Head Master, D. A, V. High School,
Banaras.

5. Mrs. Phulwati Shukla, Head Mistress, H. K. Pathshala
Inter. College, Sitapur.

6. Miss Banu Ansari, Head Mistress, Muslim Girls School.
Kanpur.

7. Mrs. Lakshmi Sharma, Lady Principal, Raghunath Girls
College, Meerut.

8. B. P. Mathur Esq., Principal, R, S. Educational Institute,
Dayalbagh, Agra. *

9. Eaghunath Bhattacharya Esq., Bengali Tola High School,
Banaras.

10. Ganga Datt Panday, Jeolikot, Naini Tat.
11. Sbanti Swarup Agarwal Esq., Head Master, Commercial

and Industrial High School, Hapur.
12. J. P. Gupta Esq., M. D. Jain, High School, Agra.
13. Sadguru Sharan Avashthi, B. N. S. D. Inter. College,

Kaupur.
14. M. Chbottey Khan, Principal, Mian Sahab, G. I. Inter.

College, Gorakhpur.

Of these, the following could not appear before the Committee : —
1. Miss Hamida Banu Faruqui.
2. Akhtar Adil Esq.
3. Shakir A li Esq.
4. N. Jordon Esq,
5. Babu Misri Lai.



6. Captain L. P. Mathur,
7. K, P. Gaur Esq.
8. Miss Banu Ansari.
9. B. P. Mathur Esq,

10. Satguru Saran Avasthi Esq.
11. Chbottey Kban Esq.

Mr. K. P. Gaur M. A,, Head Master, D. A. V., High School, 
Banaras could not appear before the Committee as his Managar did 
not allow him to do so. The following ladies and gentlemen were 
requested to tender oral evidence in place of the absentees.

1. R. B. Suraj Din Bajpai, President, K. K. Inter. College,
Lucknow.

2. L. K. Mukerjee Esq., B.Sc., B. Ed., Assistant Master,
Q.A.8., Inter. College, Lucknow.

3. Miss Prabhavati Nimbayar, Assistant Mistress, Girls
Inter. College, Moradabad.

4. Irshad A li Esq., Assistant Master, Islamia Inter. College
Meerut.

The Committee met at Naini Tal from May 25, 1947 to con
sider the replies and oral evidence tendered before it and to record 
its findings. The final meeting to pass the report was held on 28th 
and 29th October, 1947.

Principal Hira Lai Khanna M.A. of B.N.S.D. College was oao 
o f  the two representatives of the S. E. A. but he tendered his 
resignation in December and ceased attending the meeting of the 
Committee. The name of his successor was not notified to the 
Committee until after the Naini Tal meeting, and thus the Com
mittee was deprived of his valuable advice and co-operation during 
a vital part of its deliberations.



Organisation and kinds of Aided Institutions
Under the generic term ‘ private' institutions of various kinds; 

are lumped together. A  small class consists of the institutions 
owned and managed by the local bodies. TheBanaras and Hardwar 
municipalities own Intermediate Colleges while the Municipal 
Boaids of Lucknow, Kanpur, Bareilly and some other place^  ̂
provide High Schools in their jurisdictions. They are generally 
managed by the Education Oommitteea of the Boards and tKo 
Chairmen of these Committees are mostly ex-offlcio managers. There 
are frequent changes in the Committees and managers and the 
management reflects the general efficiency of the parent boards. 
These schools have no endowments and no registered Constitii* 
tions. Salaries are mostly regularly paid although scales are notJ 
always what they should be. So long as a teacher is satisfied 
with what he gets and does not dabble in local politics and does 
not offend influential “  C ity  fathers ” , his tenure is reasonably 
secure.

The largest single group of private institutions consists of 
denominational institutions. In 1945-46, 33 out of 52 Interminate 
Colleges and 77 out of 176 High Schools were denominational 
in character. The term ‘ denominational^ includes institutions 
maintained by a creed [e.g. Christian, Muslim, Aryasamajist, 
Jain, Hindu) as well as by a cast [e.g» Kayasth, Khattri, Kshat- 
triya, Brahmin). Institutions of the former Category (creed) 
generally impart some sort of religious instructions. In 1945 
there were :—

4 Arya Samajist^
7 Muslim 
1 Jain
1 Kadhaswami
3 Hindu
2 Christian

Intermediate Colleges. Of the non-sectarian Intermediate 
Colleges

1 belonged to Jats.
1 „  „  Ahirs.



1 ,, ,, Marwaris.
Z „  Kanyakubj Bralimins,

Bengalies.jj n
1 „  „  Taluqdars*
4 j, ,, Kahattriyas.

A-gaiwalas.o

1 j, 55 Kayastlias.

This list does not include all the denominational schools, 
'i'here are many schools founded by a single gentleman who nomi
nated all or almost all trustees belonging to his caste, and the 
Utter limit their choice of members to fill the vacancies to men 
belonging to the particular caste. Thus although they are not 
denominational institutions in name, they are so in fact,

A few schools may be termed “  family schools In these 
the founder paid the entire cost and made a handsome endowment 
so that it does not require help from the public. The managing 
Committees of such institutions generally consist of near and 
diistant relations of the founder or their descendants. There may 
be a sprinkling of one or two outsiders, J3ut their number is too 
small to be effective.

Lastly comes the large number of general private sohoolg. 
Most of them came into existence to meet a definite local demand 
f(or Secondary education through the efforts of public spirited 
gentlemen of the locality. They collect funds, occasionally Avitli 
official help and sympathy, and secure the assistance of the Educa
tion Department. Their managing Committees are generally 
open to all— irrespective of caste or creed. But many of these 
Committees*—especially in larger towns— have lost their vitality and 
are satisfied with just maintaining their schools. Most of the 
iiiiembers take little interest in their work and they are kept 
going through the etforts of one or two individuals who continue 
t'O take inierest in the school and who are willing to devote their 
time and energies for its welfare and advancement.

Eules require that no school can be recognised unless its 
managing committee has been duly registered under the Act of 
1 808. Generallyj there is a general body consisting of a compara-



tively large mimbei’ of members and a smaller Committee— the 
actual managing Committee. The latter is elected by th.9 former 
’̂or a definite period. In some cases there is no general body and 

the managin? Committee is the sole body and is registered in its 
o\7 n name. In many cases, like the Missions, the managing 
committees are appointed by the Mission Boards.

There is no uniformity in the constitutions of the managin 
committees. Their size also is not uniform. Some Committees 
have as few as half a dozen members while others may hare 
over twenty. Most committees, however, have from 13 to 17 
members.

Powers of various officers of the committee also vary. In 
some the residuary powers vest in the President, while in others 
he is only an ornament. Most committees have a Secretary as 
well as a manager, but in many cases both the offices are held by 
one and the same person. Some institutions find it convenient 
to entrust the work of the Secretary to the head of the institution. 
But this is not the general practice. The Education Department 
deals with the “  responsible manager who is the mouthpieee and 
sole representative of the managing committee so far as the De
partment is concerned. He is by far the most important member 
of the committee and holds the key position.

Many managing committees allow the head of the institution 
to attend their meetings as an expert adviser or as Secretary to 
write the proceedings, but he is, except in very rara cases, not 
a member and has no right to vote.

The managing committees in their composition differ from 
each other. A very few of them have the commissioner or District 
Magistrate or Sub-Divisional Officer as their Chairman, But most 
of them are wholly non-official. In large towns vakils, edacatioua- 
lists e-g. college or University Professors, industrialists and busi
nessmen and the elite constitute the membership. In smaller 
towns zamindars, vakils and businessmen generally predominate. 
Once a while a retired Government official or some cleric may also 
be found serving on them.

Finances of these committees also differ from Committee to 
Committee. A few of them have rich endowments. A Maaaging



Committee, so long as it is not over—ambitious, has not to worry 
very niucli about tinding additional funds. But a large number 
of them have little financial backing. Their reserve funds are 
seldom enough to yield even aa annual income of Rs. 1,000/-. 
They have to make constant efforts to find funds not only for 
additions and improvements but also for maintenance. The number 
of philautUropic people being limited in a locality, the increasing 
number of institutions have to share their donations with the 
result that each one now gets smaller amounts frqm them. The 
middle classes who generally benefit from these schools contribute 
but little to their funds as donations and subscriptions and bulk of 
their income comes Irom zamindars, industrialists and business
men, and a small fraction from professional classes.

Duties and powers of the manager or the managing committee 
are nowhere defined in the Educational code. They exercise what 
powers are conferred on them by their constitutions or convention. 
Erom time to time the Department limits their power as need 
arises. Formerly the managing committees had absolute power 
of appointment and dismissal of their teachers. During the last 
twenty years or so the latter has been seriously limited by the 
prescription o f  an agreement between the management and the 
teacher and the conferment on the latter a right of appeal to an 
arbitration board. It has been further curtailed by the necessity of 
requiring prior approval of the Department to the dismissal of a 
teacher under para 10 of the agreement. In the matter of appoint' 
ment the Committees powers are practically untouched except for 
the provision that no near relation of a member of the Committee 
is to be appointed a teacher.

To the management the most irksome provisions are the 
financial rules of the Department. Since there is little enthusiasm 
for charity among the people approachable' by the management, it 
always finds itself short of funds, and it has to show curtain amount 
of contribution. While it is comparatively easy to get funds for 
building or other similar expenditure of a non-rccurring nature, 
the management is hard put to it to find constant supply of funds 
for maintenance. There is hardly any school which is not expand
ing. A  middle scliool wants to become a High School, the latter 
has ambition to raise itself to the Intermediate status and now 
there is a race among these last to become degree college?. Even



if  a high school or Intermediate College does not want to improve 
its status, it has legitimate ambition for expnnsion. It is not uni- 
common to find two struggling institutions in a small place to get 
recognition in Art, Science, Commerce, and Agriculture. The 
respectability of an institution is commonly judged by the numbers 
on its rolls, and most of them want to add more sections and there
fore require more rooms and equipment Very few schools feel 
that they have reached a stage where they should give their atten
tion to consolidation and improvement. AH this expansion 
requires money, and it is to the credit of the managements that 
they find it. Part of this money is found by the efforts of the 
Committee and the rest by levying various kinds of fees on the 
boys. There have been cases, although very few, where even 
teachers salaries were taxed for the purpose.

In these circumstances even the best of managers sometime 
feel disheartened. All members do not pull their full weight, and 
few members share the burden of the manager. Many uf them 
are apathetic, and some of them even put impediments in the 
smooth working of the managing Committee. Many managing 
Committees have party factions and sometimes these factions create 
deadlocks.



The Teacher
It is a truism that the school exists for the child. The ohiM’s 

good is the ultimate and sole criterion by which an educational 
organisation should be judged. And while inspectors, directors, 
matiagers play an important part in the administrative machinery, 
it is the teacher who actually imparts eduoatioa. The ultimate^ 
object of the administrative machinery should be to create ciroum«i* 
tances in which an average and reasonably sincere and efficient 
teacher can discharge his duties efficiently. These circumstance=t 
do not include only physical surroundings and equipment and 
reasonable wages but also mental peace and a sense of security. 
The former are necessary, but the latter are more important as 
the very nature of the work of the teacher is intellectual and 
spiritual, and if his mind and soul should lose their equilibrium 
it will be physically impossible for him to apply himself whole
heartedly to the responsible, important and delicate task of educa
ting the young. We have therefore to judge our present system 
o f  school management by an answer to the simple question: Does
the teacher find the conditions in schools reasonably conductive 
to ^ood work, and does he feel a sense of security? W e advisedly 
look at the question from the teacher’s point of view, for it is his 
feeling and conviction, and not any body elses’ opinion that would 
count with the teacher in putting his best in his work.

Before an attempt is made to answer the above question, it 
would be better if we eximine the factors which effect the mental 
hfpalth of the teacher. ‘ ‘ Positive mental health ”  says an American, 
educationalist, “ is but the personal aspect of a society in which 
personal and social values are in right relation to each other and 
are attainable by every one within limits of his biological capici- 
ties In our present day social order it is not possible to keep 
■ ^personal and social values in right relation to each other Man 
meets with frustration on every side. The social values and social 
facts are at cross purposes and the individual is lost in ^hem. 
H om ey in his “ Neurotic Personality of our Times ”  has lucidly 
described the contradictory values in American Societv. His 
description is of universal application. H.3 s \ys; “  Th3 first 
co»ntradiction to be mentioned is that between competition and suc
cess on the one hand and brotherly love and humility o i the other. 
On the one hand everything is done to spur us to success, which



means that we must be not only assertive but aggressive, able to 
pnsh others out of our way. On the other hand we are deeply 
imbued with Christian ideals which declare that it is selfish to 
want anything for ourselves, that we should be humble, turn the 
otlier cheek, be yielding.

“  The second contradiction is that between the stimulation 
of our needs and our factual frustration in satisfying them. For 
economic reasons needs are constantly being stimulated in our 
culture by such means as advertisements, “ conspicuous consump* 
tion the ideal of “  keeping up with the Joneses For the great 
majority, however, the actual fulfilment of the needs is closely 
restricted, Ihe psychic consequence for the individual is a cons
tant discrepancy between his desires and their fulfilment.

“ Another contradiction exists between the alleged freedom 
of the individual and all his factual limitations. The individual 
is told by the society that he is free, independent and can decide 
his life according to his own free-will ; “  the great game of life ”  
IS open to him, and he can get what he wants if he is efficient and 
energetic. In actual fact, for the majority of people all these 
possibilities are limited what has been said facetiously of the 
impossibility of choosing one’s parents can well be extended to life 
in general choosing and succeeding in an occupation, choosing 
ways of recreation, choosing a mate. The result foi the individual 
is a wavering between a feeling of boundless power in determining 
his own fate and a feeling of entire helplessness,’*

The teacher, who has had the advantage of western education 
and is imbued with the ideals of western democracy suffers with 
the rest of us from all the effects of maladjustment. He has lost 
faith in ‘Karma’, and his Oriental fatalism.......... which had hither
to given a poise and balance to his life has been replaced by the 
accidental doctrine of “  self-determination He believes that he 
is “  the master of his soul and captain of his fate.”  The democra
tic ideas preached in our colleges, and universities and elsewhere 
leave their indelible mark on his mind. He is imbued with doc
trines of freedom of speech, freedom of social intercourse and 
freedom of conviction. Rights and privileges of the individual are 
over-emphasized though no corresponding notice may be taken 
of his duties or social adjustment. Higher education gives him



la
a feeling of intellectual superiority if he does not altogether become 
an intellectual snob. It is diflSoult for him to believe that man 
who are not equalljr highly educated can have the capacity to 
guide him. Life of a teacher, cut off from the social inter* 
coiurse of equals and spent mostly in contact with immature 
and easily impressionable minds as it is, compels him intellectually 
tO' retire into his Oivn mental shell. Consequently he becomes 
self-opinionated and intolerant of differences of opinions. Thus 
his very profession is apt to make him an introvert and unless the 
authorities take good care to provide him with facilities for healthy 
recreation, it is difficult for him to adjust himself to factual con
ditions of life.

Teachers have few prospects in life. For nine out of ten 
teachers there is nothing to look forward to beyond assistant 
mastership. Rewards almost never, and appreciation only seldom, 
comes in their way. Most Inspectors and Head Masters consider 
it their duty only to discover their faults of ommission and com
mission, and they take their good work as a matter of course not 
meriting any acknowled<?ment. As a consequence, the teachers 
develop an attitude of indifference as a sort of protective covering 
and become iu course of time impervious to blame and prai<̂ ,̂ 
suggestions and appeals. His mental health is more or less perma
nently impaired. The fact is bound to be of the greatest concern 
to the state for such teachers cannot impart the right type of 
education to the future generation of a country which has recently 
attained independence and therefore required teacners who ar  ̂
fiired with a zeal for the service of the Motherland.

Apart from the frustration caused by general social condi
tions, there are circumstances, peculiar to the teaching profession 
which effect the teacher’s mental health. The National Education 
Association of U. S. A. in one of its research bulletins (The Status 
o f  Teaching profession) discussed the problem of the maladjustment 
oif the teachers and came to the conclusion that the following factors 
atre responsible for the lack of mental health of teachers

1. Overpressure of work.
2. Underpay.
3. Insecurity of tenure.
4. Constant sharing of the burdens of others.



5 . Puriinnic restrictions on out of school activities.
6. Eepressive autocratic adm inistration and snpervision.
7. Aloofness on the part o f general public.
8. l*\eo.essary attention to numerous details.
9. Constant association with immature minds.

To these m aj he added for our countvy absence of recreational 
fecilities, lack of adequate and satisfactory residence, lack of 
congenitil associntes and of teaching equipment, and stuffy, over
crowded, ill-lighted and ill-ventilated class-rooms as additional 
causes of maladjustments which result in the lowering of efficiency 
of the teacher.

Conditions in our schools allow the operation of all these causes 
and the teachers are conscious of them. Sometimes ill-informed 
people think that teaching is a soft and easy job with little work, 
short hours, long vacation, and frequent holidays. This criticism 
is ably answered by li. A. Aveill in his book “ Mental Hygiene for 
the Class-room teacher” . He says “ the invariable routine
of lesson planning, problem construction, motivation of work, 
judgment of performance, diagnosis of weakness, application of 
remedial instruction and integration of the various parts of the 
programme into a coherent and related whole, is a taxing respon
sibility which every.teacher assumed when she becomes the leader 
of forty odd children.” To these must be added the need o f ‘ ‘ cons
tant, relentless, unremitting concentration throughout the whole 
day which involves great mental and nervous strain” , the multi
plicity of necessary tasks like preparation for experiments in 
science teaching, correction of exercise books etc. which can be 
done only outside the school hours and lastly the terrible monotony 
of the work. A ll these make the work of the school teacher extre
mely arduous and tirmg, and holidays and vacations seldom compen
sate for then — especially in our province where teachers do not 
or cannot utilise the vacations in pursuits which might recoup 
their physical and mental vitality. This is partly due to their 
economic position but also and largely to the fact that in our 
country generally people do not know the art of recreation, and 
have not developed habits of out door life and travel and do not 
know the value of change. To crown all these disadvantages he 
feels that he is a lifeless automation moved by others. He has



no say in the curriculum or contents of education, lie has to teach 
the subjects which are given to him without consulting his taste 
or inclination and he is given the senior or junior classes without 
hisconstent. He has not only to teach but has also to follow the 
methods prescribed by his head, has to correct noto-hooks in the 
manner ordered by the latter and even the quantity of the written 
work is generally cut out for him. lie  has to keep the attendance 
xegister, 'wbich the average teacher heardly detests, has to atteud 
“  compulsory games ” , has to work as scout-master even though 
he has no aptitude for scouting, if ordered by the Head Master, 
and sometimes is even required to help the offic3 iu clerical work. 
H e is not consulted, he is not treated as “ an intelligeut ”  equal 
and he has to develop, if he wants to stay in a school, all the 
qualities of a ‘ ‘ Y e s ”  Men, He has not only to please the Head 
Master but has to court and retain the ‘ pleasure ’ of the Manager 
and of a dozen members. And if the Head and the Manager, 
unfortunately for him, are not on the best of terms, he is likely 
t'O fall between two stools. Or if there are factions and parties 
in  the Managing Committee, he is again, in trouble, for the plea- 
sure of one party generally means displeasure of the other party. 
And neutral teachers are generally not appreciated by those mem
bers whose motto is “ those who are not with us are asjainst us ” , 
In  these circumstances the precariousness of his position always 
stares him in the face. The net result is that his mind is general
ly  too agitated and unsettled to concentrate on his job and as a 
consequence the education of the children suffers.

A teacher is an educated man and his standard of living is com
paratively high. He has to live in a reasonably decent house in a 
reasonably respectable locality and has to dress reasonably well. 
H e naturally wants to give his children good education. He has t3 
buy atleast a few books and uewspa5)ers and magazines, atid wants 
to get efficient medical service when he or his wife or children fall 
ill. He wants the help of a servant and also feels the need of re
creation, For the higher education of his sons and marriage of his 
daughters he wants to save some money, for he comes from the 
s;trata of society from which most civil servants, professional 
classes and businessmen come, and generally many of his own 
relations belong to these classes. He, therefore, has to maintain 
a certain standard. The salary given to him was never a uiiud-



some one, but in the post-war period with a cataatrophic fall in 
the purchasing power of rupee, he is about the hardest hit maa. 
Thus to his other worries is added the economic worry which at 
the present moment, due to high living cost, is the most pressing 
of all his problems. A teacher has few sources of extra income. 
He can get, if he is luckey and enterprising, an examiaership in 
the Intermediate Board which may bring him an income of about 
Ks. 120/- or of the Departmental examloatioas which is worth 
less than Rs. 100/-. This, if he gets it at all, lasts for only three 
years. I f  he is willing to become a ‘ hack ’, he may prepare notes on 
text-books at the rate of annas two to annas four per printed page. 
But keys and notes are generally discouraged and the m ultiplicity 
of text-books has gone a long way to make this work not worth
while. The only source of income is private tuition. These are o f 
two types. In one, the teacher goes to the house of the pupil and 
generally coaches a single pupil. In the other, he allows a number 
of boys to come to his residence and he holds a sort of miniature 
school. In the first the rate of fees is comparatively high which 
depends upon the locality, subject of coaching and the status of the 
teacher. The latter method is not very much in vogue as after sen
ding the boy to an ordinary school, the guardians are generally not 
inclined to send him to another and a miniature one, Tuey want 
personal attention to their children and therefore prefer the ser
vices of a private tutor at home exclusively for one hoy. Most 
teachers consider it degrading to go to the house of a boy for the 
purpose but ordinarily they put their pride in their pocket and 
for the sake of the money which they need so badly have to under
take private tuitions. These private tuitions have, in the long, 
demoralising effect on teachers and lower their self-respect. I f  
the rates are low, the teacher has to undertake more than one 
tuition. The Department alloys the maximum of two tuitions o f 
45 minutes each or one of one and half hours. But mostly this 
rule is observed in the breach. Most jof those who undertake 
private tuitions neither limit themselves to the period nor to num
bers. They generally result in overwork for the teacher, and 
general lowo^ring of his efficiency in the school. While it is impos
sible to stop the practice altogether, it is very desirable to keep it 
within reasonable limits. But this can happen only if the teacher 
gets a salary which removes his financial worries.



Lack of social recognition is another grievance of the teacher. 
Many of his class and college fellows— many of whom were no 
better then himself either at sports^or studies who join administra* 
ti ve lines or take up learued professions attain, by nature of their 
position, greater social standing than himself. He feels that his 
iniferior social position is due solely to his profession. The general 
atttitude of the people towards the teachers was unconsciously 
expressed ia the report of a party given by the Ruler of a leading 
Indian state when it said— “ Everybody from the Dewan to the 
teacher was invited to the party In the bureaucratic as well 
as in aristocratic heirarchies his position is almost at the bottom 
o f the ladder. Ho feels that by selecting a nation-building depart- 
mient, he has lost in social position. But this is not a pheuomenon 
peculiar to India— of the modern times. lu England and U. 8. also 
teachers have the same grievance against society. Perhaps in other 
countries they do not feel it so much as in India, because here the 
teacher till sometimes back, was held in considerable respect 
and esteem. Memory of their former social position puts their 
piresent position in vivid contrast. There is noD only discrimina
tion between teachers and men of other professions, but also bet
ween teachers and teachers. The highly paid university teachers 
who live in a style equalling that of the ruling and professional 
classes are treated as almost equals by the higher strata of socie
ty . The secondary school teacher cannot hope to attain same 
sttatus. If he is teaching the intermediate classes in a University 
or degree college, he has one social position, but if he teaches the 
siame classes in an Inter, college he has another social position. 
For the same work in the two sets of institutions his designation, 
emoluments and social position are different. It is a fact that 
t(o-day the secondary school teacher is a social outoaste, and he 
ciomplains bitterly against this state of affairs. (1) In answer 
tfo the question; would you make constructive suggestions for 
Tiaising the social status of teachers of aided institutions. ^2) A  
majority of the witnesses examined said that teachers status could 
b>e raised if their salaries were increased. (3) In a society in 
which a man’s position is judged by the amount of salary that he 
gets. This is a natural feeling. There were several other sugges
tions also. Some advocated their momination to public bodies 
like local boards, licensing boards, etc. Others suggested that the 
stenior teacher should be given the rank of gazetted officers with
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powers to attest certificates and their nomination to the bench o f  
honorary magistrates. Issue of license for possessing fire-arms 
was another suggestion and one gentleman even suggested that the 
Hon’ble Minister for Education should invite them to dine with, 
him. A Principal of a Training College was doubtful if  mere rais
ing of salary would improve teachers’ status. “  Character is more 
important/’ he said. A. Head Master thought if he is treated better 
by the officials, his status would improvo.”  Mr, J. N. Gurtu ably 
summarised the position when he told the committee—“ The social 
value can only be judged by the value public puts upon a particular 
individual. These days the social status is determined by the 
amount of money that a man has got. In ancient times the teacher 
was very much more respected, although he was paid much less. 
The society felt that it is absolutely necessary that his social needs 
must be met and that is how the Brahrnias lived in those days.”  
Until Society puts greater value on educatiou, thero is no hop© 
of improving; the social status of meu engaged in its dissemiuatiori. 
Until that happens, the teacher has to hold his soul in peace and 
sustain himself through a living faith in the virtue and impor
tance of the cause to which he has dedicated himself.

Puritanic restrictions on out of school activities is another 
handicap from which the teacher suffers. Different managers 
have different standards of life for teachers. Smoking, unabsta- 
neous, habits love for music maybe considered unworthy of teacher. 
In one instance association with a Kiteflying Club was considered 
derogatory for a teacher. Added to these handicaps is in some 
sectarian schools the demand for certain beliefs and habits. For
tunately such cases of restrictions are few in our schools.

Constant association with immature minds is another neces
sary and unavoidable evil with which the teacher suffers, and in 
the long run it leaves an indelible mark on his mental make up. 
Those teachers who do not constantly mix with their equals and 
exchange views and opinions, lose their capacity to treat others 
with anything but benevolent indulgence— if they do not actually 
become intolerant of criticism and difference of opinions. Once 
they develop this trait, they become unfit for social life. It is, 
therefore, absolutely necessary that teachers should be provided 
with healthy recreation where they might rub shoulders with 
their equals of different walks of life. They should be encouraged



to have some hobbies so that their outlook on life may not becomo 
narrow, for narrow minded teaoher cannot train children to beocme 
tolerant, generous and broad-minded.

To sum up, then, we should remove all those causes which 
devitalise the teacher and lower his morale. As about 90% of the 
seGondaty students study in private schools, the state cannot 
afford to overlook the conditions in these institutions. In the 
interest of the good education of children and also in the interest of 
teachers, it has to assert itself not only because it is the 
greatest single contributor to the funds of these institutions, 
biut mainly because the ultimate resposibUity for guaranteeing 
satisfactory education to the future citizens is its own. It should, 
tEierefore, in our opinion have greater control over the administra- 
tion of private institutions in such a manner that public spirited 
citizens may consider it worthwhile to co-operate with it, in 
ensuring a fair deal to the teacher. The object should be to :—

1. Guarantee security of tenure and continuity of service 
to reasonably efficient teachers and to infuse in them 
a sense of security.

2. Provide them with reasonable amenities.
3. Improve their service conditions.
4. Guarantee minimum reasonable wages and prospects,
5. Give them freedom of action within rule, and
6. Develop in them a sense of self-respect so that they 

might shed their inferiority complex.



Constitution of the Managing Committee
(A)

At present there is no uniform approved constitutioa of the 
managing committees, or governing bodies of educational institu
tions. I d some cases an association like a Mission Board or an 
Arya Samaj wkich haa among its Taiious objccts edvicational work 
also appoints a sub'Committee to manage a school or college. The 
parent body (the Mission Board or Arya Samaj) is a registered body 
and its sub-committee works according to rules framed by it. In 
other cases a large general body, formed or created as an associa
tion or trust with the sole object of maintaining one or more eda- 
cational institutions appoints one or more managing committees 
to manage its institutions. The members of these committees are 
elected for a definite period by the general body, and have to 
work according to rules framed by it. The decisions of some o f 
these committees are not final until they are approved by the 
parent bodies, and the latter have in many cases power to revise, 
change or reject their decisions. There is yet another type o f 
committee which is registered to run a particular institution and 
frames its own rules of conduct and is answerable to no superior 
body.

The Education Department deals with only the manoging 
committees and so far it has not required any particular type o f  
committees. All that it requires is that either the ma’iaging 
committee or the parent body should be duly registered. There is 
no uniformity either in the rules of business or in the number o f 
powers and duties of their officers.

In some committees the Secretary and Manager is the same 
person and in others these posts are held by two different people. 
In some committees emergency powers are vested in the President 
and in others in the Manager. Some committees are close pre
serves of a family and if one or two outsiders are taken they are 
nominated by the committee and are generally either their 
‘ yesmens * or too highly placed people whose names only serve to 
adorn the list of members and who seldom participate in the deli
berations of the Committee. There is no uniformity in their size 
either. The number of members in the managing Committees range 
from 5 to 30.



The members are from all walks of life. In larger tovimg there 
is a preponderance of professional classes, raises, and busiaessraen. 
Ini small places most of them are high or small zamiridars,fBmaU 
businessncien, and educited men of the lower middle classes. There 
is no qualification for membership beyond a small annual or 
mionthly subscription in most committees. No minimum standard 
o f  education is demanded. A committee may have on it from ‘ a
D . L i t ’ to one who ‘ ‘ can read and write Hindi or Urdu,”  In 
co»mraunal or Sectarian schools, the membership is limited to the 
community or creed to which the institution belongs. Where a 
general body elects members for the managing com.mittees, the 
constitution of the latter reflects the party in power, in the parent 
body and members who may have no acquaintance with or interest 
ini education sometimes get elected. Teachers have no representation 
on  the managing committee although in some schools assistant 
masters of sister-institutions if they happen to belong to the sect 
or community or party to which the school belongs are found as 
miembers. This creates considerable bad blood especially when 
such members try to lord it over the Head Master of the school* 
T he head of the institution is generally called in as adviser but in 
rare oases is he a full member. Some institutions appoint him the 
Stecretary of the Committee to maintain records and to issue notices.

It is the consensus of opinion of the witnesses as well as o f 
ladies and gentlemen answering the questionnaire that the members 
aaa rule do not take any appreciable interest in the work of commit
tees. Although there are some committees which held 15 to 23 meet
ings during the session 19i5-46, most committees met only two to 
four or five times. Some committees had to adjourti their meeting 
four or five times for want of quorum. But attendanca is no unfail
in g  index of the interest of the members. A large number of com
mittees suffer from internal dissensions. Few members take in
terest in tlie collection of funds. Generally the burden of manage
ment and collection of funds falls on the shoulders of one or two 
nnembers who naturally become more influential. Appointment of 
teachers is perhaps the only item in which members generally take 
imterest. It is seldom that a selection committee is formed to select 
a nd appoint a teacher. Where the Manager or President holds a 
ciommandiag position, the appointment is left to him. The com- 
naittee confirms his decision. Instances are known in which the



entire committee has interviewed candidates in cotnntittees 
having factions, the teacher generally feeli that he does not get a 
fair deal and party considerations generally effect their decisions. 
Generally there is no rule restricting the number of times a person 
can be elected as manager, and instances are known where the 
pame person has been holding the post for over a couple of decades.

Excepting the donors of their nominees and people who are 
elected according to rules of the society concerned ; and they may 
or may not be conversant with problems of education and educa
tional institutions— the committees have no men representing guar
dians, educationists, teacher or old boys. Some of the members may 
happen to be guardians of boys or girls reading in the institution, 
others may similarly happen to be educationist or old boys, but 
they are not elected as such, and, therefore, the safe-guarding of 
guardians’ interest is not a prominent consideration with them. 
They are elected or nominated to the committee for other reasoijig. 
The teachers of an institution are never members of its committee, 
although sometime a teacher of a sister institution may be put oh 
it. He does not represent the teachers of the institution concerned, 
and his presence is often resented by the teachers as inspite of 
his being a colleague, he lords it over them, and he is not answer- 
able to them.

There are four parties interested in the administration of a 
school (1) donors or founders, (2) Education Department, (3) guar
dians, and (4) teachers. Although the Education Department is 
expected to foot the bill of the school to the extent of 507q of the 
expenditure it has no voice in the administration of the institu
tion. Its representati-ve— the Inspector of Schools—is only an ins
pecting and advising officer while there are many managements 
which listen to his advice, there are others which take no notice 
of it. Rules and orders are flouted, and the Department has no 
power to enforce them except by suspending the grant. This is a 
punishment to teacher who do not get their salaries in full and 
are then put to considerable inconvenience. In the interest of 
pupils and teachers, the grant cannot be withheld permanently and 
the management generally gets away with it. The management 
is not at all touched. W ith the rapid increase in the number of 
schools, many of the new managing committees are manned by in
experienced men whose main qualification is that either they have



heavily subscribed to the funds of the institution or they are 
friends or relations of such subscribers. In many old committees 
also, men with real enthusiam for education are seldom found. 
Every year the Department has to deal with problems of some 
trouble in some schools and in many cases the only remedy seems to 
be to chano:e the management, or to remove a member in general 
interest. Sometimes party factions in a committee have taken 
such deep root that it is impossible to mend them. In such cases 
siiperession is indicated. But the Education Department has no 
powers and has to work on helplessly. Sometimes there are 
serious charges against a manager or member. But in such cases 
also, the Education Dejjartnaent can do nothing. The only power 
it has is the suspension of the grant, but as suggested above this 
is really no punishment to the management.

The teachers are unanimous in asking for repres entation on 
the managing committee. Many Head Masters and Managers are 
opposed to their representation. Their reasons are ; firstly, that 
the Head Master is or should be there to represent them, secondly 
if a teacher is there, the Head Master cannot express his frank 
opinion about teachers and will thus be unable to give correct 
advice to the Committee ; thirdly, the election of representative 
w ill create parties among teachers and thus break their solidarity 
and fourthly, the teachers, being employees on principle, should 
not be their own employers and sit on equal terms with the latter. 
I f  they do, either they have to be yes men, and betray the cause 
o f  their coastituents or to risk the displeasure of the management 
by  opposing it in matters which adversely eflfect the interests of 
the teachers. Lastly, their representation can never be eflfective 
as one or utmost two representatives can be allowed. Their presence 
w ill give only a false sense of security to the teachers. But on 
the other hand the. insistent and unanimous demand of the teachers 
cannot be treated lightly. In modern times the old conception of 
the employer and employee has undergone a radical cha nge, and 
so far as the highly educated class of teachers of secondary insti
tutions are concerned, they consider themselves co-workers and 
colleagues of the managers, in the service of education. The only 
difference is that one is paid and the other is honorary. Mr. 
W . G. P. W all the then D, P. I., wrote to an Inspector of Schools 
“ I note that in his letter to you dated October, the 2nd, the mana-
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ger has referred to himself as employer and the Principal as em
ployee. This is an entirely wrong attitude, and the Prinoipil is 
not an employee of the gentleman. In order that the iaatitution 
should work harmoniously the managing committee should work 
harmoniously, the managing committee should look upon their 
staff as equal to themselves in the conduct of any educational ins
titution. But unfortunately this position is not appreciated by a 
large numher of managers. Half the trouble, mistrust and mis
understanding in schools is due to this single cause. The teachers 
feel that the Head Master is allied more with the managament 
than with them, and they do not feel that he would stand up to 
plead their cause with the force with wh^ch their owu represen
tative would do.

The committee appreciated the need o f leavening the present
ing committees with representatives of interests which are hither
to unrepresented on them. It was recognized that the donors, ou 
account of their present position and past services, should not be 
reduced to as minority in the committee. But if they have the 
welfare of the institutions at heart, they should welcome the in 
fusion of new block in them. The committee was of opinion that 
the head of the institution should invariably be a, full member of 
the managing committee. His presence was necessary for the 
guidance of the committee. The committee is also of opinion 
that the teachers should be represented by a representative chosen 
by them. It was also felt that Government, educationists and 
guardians should also have their representative on the committees. 
The committee examined the various methods of representation and 
felt that there are insurmountable difficulties in forming consti
tuencies. It wa?, therefore, decided that Government should nomi
nate three members to each committee in such a way that at least 
one guardian and one educationist are included among them. 
The teachers expressed the hope that teachers of sister institutions 
including Government institutions would not be nominated to the 
Committee.

The committee is of opinion that a managing committee 
should not consist of more than 15 members. Six to ten of these 
should be donors, subscribers, etc., or members of the trust or 
associations as at present. Of the remaining five three should be 
nominated by Government and one should be a representative of



the teachers of the institution elected by them. The fifth mem* 
her should be the head of the institution.

The adoption of this constitution should be a condition of 
recognition, aud wherever necessary, the associations should take 
steps to amend their constitution within the period to be fixed by 
Government. The Legal Reinemberancer may be consulted re
garding the relevant changes in the case of trusts 'which maintain 
ducational institutions and if he so advises, the Government 

ehould undertake legislation to enable the trusts to amend the 
sconstitution of their managing committees.

The committee felt that the custom, where it prevails o f selec- 
tiog  teachers by the whole managing committee is not satisfactory, 
as many members are not qualified to interview and interrogate 
the candidates. The managing committee should appoint a small 
sub-committee of 3 to 5 members for selecting and interviewing the 
candidates. This committee should make its report and recom
mendations to the managing committee which should make the 
appointments. The committee should base it decision so far as 
possible on the recommendations of the sub committee.

(B)
The past experience of the Education Department is that 

sometimes the managing committees are either torn with internal 
dissensions or are recalcitrant, and flout departmental rules and 
orders. When there is no general body they are not answerable 
to any body, and if a general body does exist and if they can 
command a majority on it, they are virtually irremovable. Thus 
they can act without any sense of responsibility. This natur
ally results in deterioration in the management of the school 
under their charge. As already stated the only means at the 
disposal of the Department is suspension of the grant. But this 
method only harms the teachers an^the institution and not the 
manage ment. The Department has ultimately to pay the 
grant in the interest of the teachers and the school. Fortunately 
the number of such educational institution is small. Every 
year the grants of about half a dozen institutions are suspended 
but generally restored at the close of the financial year. Bat 
the effect of their example is not healthy. Such schools
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generally drag on for years giving bad elucation. The Depart- 
ment shoald have some power to reforai such managing ootninit- 
tees. The overwhelming opinion of managers as well as teachers 
is that such recalcitrant managements should be superseded. Even 
after the reconstitution of the committees the old members 
will have a majority on them and it is necessary that the Depart
ment should be armed with powers to reform them in tbe interest 
of these several hundred of pupils who are receiving education 
there. It is felt that the very knowledge of the existence of 
such power should be sufficient to infuse a sense of responsibility 
in those members who at present lack it. But the power to 
supersede a committee should not be lightly used. It should be 
exercised only in unavoidable cases where persuation fails to 
improve matters. This power should not be vested in the officers 
of the Department, but only in the Government.

Sometimes some undesirable members got elected to these 
committees, and their removal, and not supersession of the entire 
committee, will be sufficient to improve matters. A t present no 
member, oven if  dereliction of duty or malpractices are proved 
against ’ him, can be removed from the membership or managership. 
Such cases have occurred in the past and the Department felt 
helpless. The committee, therefore, is of opinion that Government 
should have power to remove a member of the managing committee 
for serious dereliction of duty.



Complaints against the Management.
The terms of reference require that the Committee is “  to 

enquire into the shortcomings of the present working and adminis
tration of non-Governnaent aided An^lo-Eindustani institutions, 
to suggest ways and means of their removal and putting the 
management of these 1113111x1110119 on a more etSoient footing and 
in particular to consider the question how the managing cornmit- 
tees should be constituted, what their powers, and functions should 
be, and to what extent it is desirable that GaVernruBnt should 
assume greater control over managing committees whose m^tnner 
o f  working is obviously harmful to the welfare o f  the institutions 
under their care.’^

From the above it is clear that Government is not satisfied 
with the present position and is of opinion that it is harmful to 
the welfare of these institutions. In order to ascertain the opinion 
o f  those engaged in or connected with Secondary A. H. education 
on this point the first question of the questionnaire issued by the 
Committee was framed as follows :—

“  Are you satisfied with the present system of management 
o f  the aided Anglo-Hindustaiii Secondary institutions

An overwhelming majority of the replies are in. the negative. 
139 out of 181 heads of institutions and even 55 out of 126 mana
gers have expressed their dissatisfaction with the present system 
o f management. According to a professor who had worked in such 
institutions, “  the system needs radical changes in many direc
tions.”  The teachers serving in these institutions are so dissatis
fied that they were almost unanimous in their demand for the 
state control of these institutions. All the members of the legis
lature who replied to the questionnaire expressed their dissatisfao- 
tiion with the present system of management. In order to 
understand the view point of teichers the following extracts from 
the evidence of an assistant master of about 30 years standing 
and of prominent Head Master of the province may be of 
interest.

The assistant master said : Teachers have no security of
tenure and the reasons are three fold, financial, religions and com
munal, If there is not enough money with the institution the



first thing tlie institution does is to shake oflf the teachers on the 
top, that is those who are drawing higher salaries. In & eommunal 
school there is no place fo ra  teacher of another community. I f  
a teacher of a community to which the school does not belong 
seryes in that institution, he can be labelled as incompetent and 
undesirable if he unfortunately incurs the displeasure of the 
management or the Manager. Similarly there is no room for 
a teacher of different leligion than the one wli‘ic)i the majority 
prafers in a particular institution. And these are also my reasons 
why teachers are declared incompetent, inefficient and undesirable.n

The Head Master said : “  Teachers have no security of tenure
because there is constant interference on the part of the managing 
committee in the day-to-day administration of the institution, 
and since the members there are not to promote the cause of 
education but to meet their own ends, they expect the Head 
Master or the teachers to help them gaining their objective. I f  
they fail, or if they refuse to fall in line with the managing com
mittee’s wishes, they are turned out or reduced.”

Supporting the above, a very experienced principal said: 
“  The three reasons (given above b^ the Assistant Master) are 
partially responsible for the insecurity of teachers. The real 
reason is egoism. So long as you are able to please your bosses 
and pamper to their needs your service is safe. But the moment 
you begin to show indifference towards them, you are nowhere. 
In a certain institution which I have served II Head Masters 
were turned out within 10 years and the rate of Assistant Masters 
turned out was 17 or 18 every year.”

The question No. 16 of the questionnaire ran Do teachers 
have security of tenure in aided institution ? I f  not, what are 
the reasons of this insecurity ? ”  In reply an M. L. A. who himself 
was a Head Master in aided institutions for over years says— 
“  No. Nepotism, corruption, partiality of the committees, low 
salary of teachers and aristocratic actions of the employees.’ ’ 
Another M. L. A. says—“ No. Favourtism, nepotism and party 
factions.”  A  third M, L. A. says— “ Probably not. The reason 
generally is the personal whim of the members of the dominant 
party.”  Y et another M. L. A. with considerable experience of 
these institutions says—“ No. Party feelings in the Committee.”
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An M. L. C.— A senior leader of the province says— “  Security of 
tenure is exception rather than the rule. The chief reason of 
insecurity is the selfishness of the management, who wish to 
replace teachers by those in whom they hecome interested. At 
times old teachers are dismissed because it is economical to have 
a new hand in place o f an old one.”  A  lady M. L, C., however, 
feels that “  except in. oases of some institutions genexaWy speaking 
there is no insecurity o f tenure ”  while another M. L. A. feels 
that whatever might have been the situation in the past “  the 
security of service has now been secured by the introduction of 
agreement.”  A University professor says “  Generally not. The 
likes and dislikes of managers, cliques in the management and 
rising salaries of old teachers lead to insecurity.”

It will be interesting and useful to know what managers 
think about the question. A maijager who happens to be an 
M. L. 0. also said in his evidence. “  Some-times on account of 
financial difficulties when a teacher reaches a maximum, a new 
man is thought to be brought in. Then if he belongs to the 
opposite party he should be removed.”

Another Head Master was also of opinion that there was no 
security, but he thought that one of the reasons, which is now 
antomatioally disappearing was that up to now teachers were 
not in great demand and therefore any teacher could be dismissed 
at the slightest pretext. He added that a strong teacher was 
generally not liked by the management because there are so many 
irregularities committed by them that they regard the presence 
in  the school of an honest and strong teacher embarrassing.

Whatever might have’ been the situation in the pre-war 
period, the present position is favourable for the teacher. There 
is dearth of trained teachers and the post-war period has seen 
a large augmentation of schools. Actually comparatively few 
teachers are turned out these days but as a Principal, Training 
College said, “  in a private institution the teacher does not have 
the same feeling of security all the time he works as in a Govern
ment School. The feeling of insecurity is there.”  An experienced 
manager who is also a senior professor at a University was also of 
the same opinion Security is there”  he said “  but sense of securi
ty is lacking ” , Another manager and a lady principal agreed with 
th is opinion.



The Committee after weighing the evidence is of opinion 
that while there are many managing committees in the province 
which give fair treatment to teachers, it is nontheless a deph)rable 
fact that there are committees in which the teachers do not get 
a fair deal and in which the administration is either too partial 
or two autocratic for self-respecting teachers. Pinancial irregu
larities are also committed by a number of committees. In short, 
the conditioii of schools Mndei these managiLg committees is not 
calculated to attract independent, self respecting and honest 
teachers so necessary for educating the future citizens of a free 
India.

To sum up, then, the grievance s of the teachers against the 
management are the following

1. Irsecurity of tenure and sense of insecurity. The tea
cher is supposed to have no stake in the school, and 
any teacher how ^ever long and meritorious service 
he might have put in, has to leave if he unfortunately 
incurs the displeasure of the man agement.

2. Overwork and clerical duties.
3. Lack 0  ̂ opportunities for self-exp res sien and spontane

ous work. Too much rigidity.
4. Lack of human touch between the employer and the

employee-fault finding inspections and autocratic 
administration.

5. Low' salaries, irregular increments and poor prospects.
6. Lack of cultural amenities and cultural atmosphere.



Private Tuitions And Teachers
The system of private tuition is a relic of the days when 

there were no public schools and the well-to-do had to engage 
private tutors for the education of their wards. Later when 
pablio schools were established, the habit persisted and the 
prosperous people considered tlieKi necessary. WithL the increase 
in the number of subjects in the curriculum, it was found that 
certain boys had no aptitjide for some subjects, and they could 
not come up to the required standard without special help. In 
a class-room, the teaching is regulated by the needs of the average 
and the more intelligent as well as the backward boy suffers. 
In  yet other oases the guardiaas found that their boys did not 
attend to their lessons at home, and it was necessary to engage 
some one to see that the boys ‘did  ̂ their„home work set at the school 
and learnt their lesson. The teacher in such cases was engaged 
not so much to coach the boy as to act as a warden. But until 
about ten or fifteen years back only five to ten per cent pupils 
had private tutors, and the rest did not feel the need of engaging 
them. Unfortunately during the last decade the system has 
iocreased and now it is very common. All those guardians who 
can afford to engage a private tutor for their children, do so. 
The obvious reason is the painful fact that the standard of tuition 
in schools has now gone down to such an extent that boys feel 
that they cannot pass an examination unless they get extra help 
at home. The teaching profession also acknowledges it. Even 
many Head Masters find it necessary to engage private tutors 
for their sons, for in their heart of hearts they know that the 
teaching in their school leaves much to be desired, and if their 
sons depended on it alone, they might not be able to pass their 
annual examination*

There are, of course, many hona fide cases where a private 
tutor is necessary. People migrating from other provinces may 
find that due to difference in courses and standards, some extra 
help is necessary; or they may find that their wards are not 
quite up to the mark in the language of this province. Then 
again, a boy may have missed the lessons for a long period due 
to illness and he may require extra help to make up the deficiency. 
Or else a boy may be naturally weak in some subject and might
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be requiring individual atteutioa. In aU suoh oases privata 
tuition is not only desirable but neoessary.

But thies© are not the only types of pupils who need private 
tutors. A large number of girls appear privately at the H igh 
School and other examiuations. Many guardians do not believe in 
sending boys to a school until they are ten or twelve. They prefer 
to educate them at home with tho help of private tutors. Some 
specialist teachers like Art Masters, Music teachers are engaged 
by men for their wives, sisters and daughters to give them a 
little cultural education although they are not prepariug for any 
examination. Thus there are certain tuitions which do not ooncera 
the pupils of recognized schools.

From the point of view of teachers, however, all these ar@ 
private tuitions. As a matter of fact, private tutors are so much 
in demand that teachers of recognized schools cannot meet it. 
Olcrks and college students are engaged in the work to a con
siderable extent, and in every town there are certain people who 
earn their living entirely bjr doing private tuitions.

A private tutor generally goes to the house of the pupil and 
coaches him for oue or two hours. Generally one hour is the 
time given to a papil. He is supposed to help the boy in all 
school subjects, although not iufrequently he is employed to 
help him in one or two'specific subjects like Euglish aud Mathe
matics only. The time is either in the morning or in the eveuing 
— the latter being generally preferred. Sometimes a teacher 
undertakes only those tuitions in which the pupils are willing 
to come to his home. Such teachers not infrequently hold a sort 
of coaching class in one or two special subjects in whict they 
have reputation. They charge a small fee from each boy. The 
class is not large in size and so individual attention is given. 
The teacher earns a tidy sum each month although he charges 
comparatively only a small amount from each boy.

137 Head Masters are of opinion that the teachers take 
too many private tuitions. 36 of them, however, think that it 
is not 80. One witness before the committee said that teachers 
undertake even four to six tuitions, while an experienced Head 
Master quoted an extreme case in which a teacher had eight 
:uitions. It is generally admitted that most teachers— especially



tbosG belonging to school sections do nndortake tuitions— if tliej 
can get any. It may, however, be mentioned that mistresses in 
girls sohools rarely undertake any tuition. Kates of tuitions are 
not fixed and vary from town to town according to the supply 
o f  teachers and their status and qualifications. It ranges from 
fis. 5 to Hs. 60 per month for a tuition of an hour each day—  
holidays excluded.

Most of the witnesses condemned this practice. An Ex- 
Vice-Chancellor was of opinion that it will be to the advantage 
o f the teachers if  they stop the practice. A Deputy Director of 
Education was of opinion that private tuition cripples the in
dividuality of a boy and is injurious. It was felt that private 
tuition may in certain cases nullify the efi'ect of school teaching 
and thus be harmful to the education of a boy. For instance in 
a school the teachers may be teaching English by Direct Method, 
but if the private tutor uses translation method at home, the 
effect of the teaching at school will altogether be nullified. It wai 
also felt that teachers who undertake too many private tuitions 
lose their efficiency as they cannot bear the strain of double 
teaching. The practice was also open to other grave abuses. 
But the witnesses as well as those who answered the question
naire were almost unanimous in holding that this “ drudgery and 
humiliation’ ’ of private tuition was forced on teachers on account 
o f  their low salaries. The way to stop the practice lies in 
giving the teacher a wage which might not compel him to seek 
private tuition. There will, however, be always some teachers 
who will un(^ertake private tuitions to add to their income even 
i f  it is adequate. Such teachers can be mended only if  they 
develop a sense of dignity of the teaching profession. An 
Assistant Master witness was of opinion that if doctors were 
allowed private practice, there was no reason why teachers should 
not be allowed to undertake private tuitions so long as the 
school work did not suflFer.

The general opinion was that the practice could not ftlto* 
gether be stopped until the standard of teaching at school wa» 
improved. 8o long as it remained what it Is to-day, guardiani 
w ill employ private tutors, and if the school teachers were not 
available, they would employ clerks and students. The most 
xiTgent need at the present moment was to control an*i reguhte



private tuitions. The Education Code peruiifs a teachor to 
undertake (with, the permission of the manager) one tuitiou 
1 4  hours or two tuitions of 45 mintites each. All were agre^fi 
on the point that this rule was not stringently enforced. The 
Committee was of opinion, that the rule should be scrupulously 
enforced and the breach of this rule should be regarded grave 
insubordination. It was also pToposed that if a guardian feels 
that a private tutor is needed for his ward, he should apply to 
the Head Master, who should test the boy and should permit 
it only if he is satisiSed that he needs extra help. Usually the 
class work should be sufficient. It should be part of the school 
discipline that no boy is to employ a private tutor without Head 
Master’s permission. The delinquents should be punished with 
expulsion from the school.



Unauthorised Fees in Private Institutions.
The question of unauthorised fees in aided Anglo-Hindustani 

Institutions was referred to the Conmittee for its opinion and 
recommendation by Government.

The Education Code has presoribed the following fees for 
Gk>TeTnmeikt Anglo^Hiivdxistani Institutions i—

Ks. a. p.
Classes III and IV 
Classes I'V and V
Classes VI to X  
Classes X I  and X II

1 0 U p m.
2 0 0 p. m.
3 0 Op. m.
C) 0 Op. m.

These scales were considered high at the time, and as many 
private institutions desired to make education as cheap as possible, 
they were authorised to charge 75 per cent of the scales sanctioned 
for Government Institutions.

From time to time certain other fees were added such as games 
fee, mid-day meal fee, pankha fee, medical fee, ink fee. The 
amount charged were small and all these additional fees were 
levied for non-tuitional services actually rendered to the pupils by 
the school.

Until 1931 all Secondary Schools were given grants which 
they actually earned according to the rules of the Department. 
Grants for new schools passed through the schedules and were 
added to the allotment for the purpose. But in 1931 the province 
had a fiuancial crisis and for many years the allotment for grants 
to Secondary institutions showed no substantial increase. New 
schools, however, continued to be started aud clamoured for state 
help. The old institutions had to meet increased expenditure, but 
their grants were not proportionately increased. Partly due to 
the apathy of the public which was reluctant to pay towards the 
maintenance of schools and partly to the inertia of the manage- 
m ents, the schools were faced with recurring deficits.

The demand for edacation h\d, ia the j
>ased. In larger town^ the number ofincreased

to meet the Urge deruiiad for a4 Ej7 ?ry year in \ffe;



there was a scramble for admissions* The raanagemouta took 
advantage of this situation and began to increase the scales of 
fees. The result was that a large number of institutions began to 
charge fees at a scale higher than the one prescribed in the Code.

This rise in the scale of fees was intended to meet the recur
ring expenditure of the institutions. But with the introduction of 
new 8111536018 like Commerce, compulsory Science, Crafts, Music, 
etc., the non-recurring expenditure on equipment and buildings 
was also incurred. Additions to buildings were also necessary for 
the additional sections which most schools bad added to meet the 
increasing demand for admissions. Funds for this expenditure 
which was non-recurring in nature should have been collected by 
the managements. But owing to the ever increasing number of 
students seeking admission they found it easy to collect it by 
levying such fees as “ Building Fund Fee,”  “ Development Fee,”  etc.

Once the custom started, a management found it easy to find 
funds for any plan of development it had in view. The Head 
Master, who could not easily get funds from their managements 
for their pet schemes, also utilized this source. Thus magazine 
fees, Literacy Association fees and the like were introduced.

All fees realised from the pupils should normally be shown in 
the school account and in the Managers Betnrns. If the additional 
fees were thus shown their income would swell and the difference 
between the income and the expenditure would decrease. As the 
grant is given according to this difference, provided it is not more 
than 50 per cent of the expenditure, the Government grant was 
likely to decrease i f  this income from additional fees was shown. 
So, many schools did not show it in the Managers’ Returns. In 
some schools the managements were required to pay a fixed annual 
sum as their contribution. Some managers showed this income 
from additional fees as their own contributions. Others used it 
for only non-recurring expenditure, but claimed Government 
grant on its strength, because the management must spend half 
the amount for every item of a non-recurring nature before it oan 
get Government grant for it.

A ll tkeBe fees were unauthorized and Inspectors frequently 
objected to them and insisted— in some cases unsuccassfuUy—that 
if charged, they should be shovn in the Managers Heturas. Last



year ia Lucknow a papU ohalleuged their legality iu a court of law 
aod obtained a decree against tlie institution.

It was, therefore, considered necessary to review the position 
and regularize the fees which ^rere necessary. The Director of Public Instruction reported that there were 31 kinds of unautho
rized fees charged in various schools. They are :—

1. Admission fee.
2. Building fund fee.
3. Readiug room fee.
4. Magazine fee.
5. Commerce fee,
H. Biology fee.
7. Physics fee.
8. Chemistry fee.
9. General Science fee.

10. Boys Association fee.
11. Manuual Training fet̂ .
12. M iscellaDeous fee.
13. Punkha fee,
14. Literary (e.i\
15. Helping league fee.

31. Development fee.
This ia by no means an exhaustive list. The scales of these 

fees is also not fixed. They vary from school to school in the same 
town.

The Committee felt that in the changed circumstances the 
institutions could not find funds for various additional subjects and activities. It, therefore, decided to authorise the levy of 
certain additional fees, but their scale was not to be left to the sweet will of the managements. The guardians of pupils art' 
entitled to certain amount of protection against the unreasonable 
demands of au unreasonable m&Qagement. The Oommitt&e enun
ciated the principle that additional fees oould only be charged for 
additional servioes actually rendered, it  was also of opinion that

16. Poor fund fee.
17 Garden fee.
18. Furniture fee.

^19. Emergency fee.
20. Cabinet fee.
21. Equipment fee.
2̂2. Literary society fee.

23. Weaving fee.
24. Old boys association fee.
25.. Guardians subscription.
26. General fee.
27. Agriculture fee.
28. Common fee.
29. Arya Vidya Sabha fee.
30. Union fee.



income frota suoh fees should be duly ahovra in the accounts of the 
institutions and in the Managers Return. No other fees, whatso
ever, except the prescribed tuition fee is to be charged in recognized or aided secondary institutions. This should be a condition 
of recognition and contiQuanoe of the grant-in-aid.

In the opinion of the Committea the following foea, in addi
tion to the prescribed fees, may be charged : —
AH Classes.

1, Admission fee.
•2. Ink fee.
♦3. Punkhrt fee (where punkhas are actually provided).
•4. Medical fee.
*5. Kxamination fee.
*6. RefreBhmeut t‘e« (whore it is actujillr provided).
*7. Gamea fee.

I%Clas^ V II  and above.
I. Beading Roam aud Library fee.

In O/asses I X  and X  only.
1. General Scieuce tea 'from pupils iiotually offering the subject.)

In  Glass I X  and above.
1. Commerco foe (for typewriter only).

In Intreniediate Classes.
1. Magazine fee.
2. Biology fee ... ^
3 Physios fee j W® actually offaring the subject.
4. Chemistry ... From boys actually offering the subject.
The Comiuittee further recommouds that the iSducation Department should tix rhe inaxirnum for each of the^o fees that may be charged.

*  foea arj autUoriaed by the Department,



Transfer Board.
Insecurity of service is the greatest fear of the teachers. 

Inefficiency and undesirable conduct are not the only grounds 
on which a teacher loses his employment in private institutions. 
Sometimes caste or communal considerations also compel a teacher 
to leave an institution. In certain cases his views— social, political 
01 leligious— may be responsible fot his removal. In yet other 
cases his sense of self*respect may not allow him to flatter and 
please his superiors or he may find their interference in his work 
too much for his nerves. He may also desire to change his school 
for domestic reasons or on grounds of health. There may be 
so many other reosons for his wanting to go to some other place. 
But in the present circumstances, he cannot leave au institution 
without breaking the continuity of his service and losing the ad
vantages of such continuity. Here he is at a great disadvantage 
as compared with his collegues ia Government institutions who 
are freely and frequently transferred from one place to another 
generally to places of their choice and convenience. He has a 
chance of being posted to his home district, or to a healthy place 
in the interest of his own or his wife’s or children’s health. He 
can get a posting in University Town where he can give his 
children University education, at a minimum cost. All these 
advantages are denied to the teacher in private institutions 
whenever he wants a change, he has to begin afresh— generally at 
the bottom of his grade in the new school. He may not find a 
job  for months after leaving his old school. It is no wonder 
therefore that the teachers of private institutions as a class 
strongly press for the setting up of a machinary for their transfers.

In the present circumstance, however, there are great diffi
culties in introducing any scheme for the transfer of teachers 
of private institutions. The managements as a rule are very 
jealous of their right to appoint teachers and would not oouate- 
nance any interference with their powers. They feel that after all 
they have to take work frcm the teachers and they ki.ow best 
which teacher would suit theii needs and their localities They, 
naturally, do not want to le saddled with undesirable, quarrel
some or inefficient teachers )y a superior authority. There is 
considerable force in their irguments. But at the same time 
the committee felt it necessarj to give relief to teachers whose
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cases for transfers were genuine. It also felt that a teacher may 
not be able to do his best in a particular locality and a change of 
enyironment may bring out the best in him. Such cases are 
not unknown. There should be an agency to effect transfers, 
but it should be framed in such a way as to command the confi
dence of the managers. It was also felt that at this stage transfers 
on the permanent, scale were not possible. But a "beginning 
coaid be made with a scheme for transfers within a region. It 
was, therefore, decided that a Regional Transfer Board should 
be set up in each Region. It should be presided over by the 
Deputy Director of the Region. It should have representatives 
of the managers and one of the heads of institutions to be 
nominated by their respective associations. No application for 
transfer which is not recommended by the manager concerned 
shall be entertained. The manager while forwarding the appli
cation will give particulars and qualifications of the teacher he 
requires in place of the applicant. The manager shall accept the 
decision of the Baard. Mutual transfers can be arranged without 
the intervention of this Board.



The Arbitration Board.
There is a general oomplaint among teachers that the present 

arbitration committees generally take too long to decide a case. 
It is well known that justice delayed is justice denied. The 
teachers who are suspended or dismissed cannot find another job 
until their cases have been decided and as they lose their sourco 
of income, they arc put to considerable hardship and inconvenience 
on account of the delay in the decision of their cases. A  teacher 
is first suspended for mouths and the managing committee takes 
some time to decide the case. I f  he is dismissed, he appeals to 
the Inspector and asks for arbitration. The Inspector makes 
an enquiry and submits his report to the Director. This may 
take from a fortnight to several months. The Director then 
forms the Arbitration committee for this particular case and some
times the consent of the members is received after considerable 
delay. Then a date has to be found which suits all three mem,* 
bers. Thus on an average about two years are taken in deciding 
a case. The teacher, in the meantime, is at the end of his tether. 
He is thoroughly demoralised. He is over anxious to get the 
decision— whatever it is so that he might get some work—even 
though an inferior jo b —to earn his livelihood.

Thus it is no wonder that there is considerable dissatisfaction 
in with the present arbitration committees. The committee is, 
therefore, of opinion that there should be a permanent arbitration 
board in every Region to be known as the Regional Arbitration 
Board, presided over by the Deputy Director of the Region. 
The Provincial School Managers Association and U. P. S.
E. A. should each nominate three members for each Board. The 
nominees of the U. P. S. E. A, should consist of a Principal, 
a Head Master and an Assistant Master. The Deputy Director 
shall select one member from each set of nominations, for each or 
series of arbitrations. In order to expedite the decisions, the 
Board should meet at least once every three months, and oftener 
if  necessary. The Deputy Director should see that the oases are 
decided as speedily as possible.



Miscellaneous.
Leave Rules :— The Committee took note of the dissatisfaction 

among tf3achers of aided institutions regarding the present leare 
rules. The consensus of opinion of the witnesses was in favoir of 
havinf? the same,leave rules for them as are in force in Goyern- 
raent institutions. The committee agree with this view and the 
teachers who appeared before it , were also agreeable to it.

Gor'poral punishment J— The question was raised by teacher 
witnesses before the committee. In the initial stages of the 
development of our school system, the teachers were free to inflict 
corporal punishment on boys. It was, however, observed that 
they made indiscriminate use of the power. Boys were sometimes 
beaten mercilessly for trifling things and the rod was used to 
replace methodical teaching. This had demoralising effect on 
boys. The Department, therefore, prohibited the infliction of 
corporal punishment by Assistant Masters, but Heads of institu
tions were authorized to inflict it. In 1937, corporal punishment 
was completely abolished in our schools. Teachers feel that the 
reaction against corporal punishment has gone to the extreme. 
Now expulsion is the only punishment which a Head Master can 
inflict. There are many lapses which do not merit this ex:reme 
step, and there is a type which is easily corrected by a few strokes 
witho'it any lasting injury to his morale. The deterioration of 
discipline in our schools is also considered at least partially due 
to the abolition of corporal punishment. The committee is of 
opinion that the heads of institutions should have power to inflict 
corporal punishment. The power should, however, be sparingly 
used by them and only in oases of gross misdemeanour. As an 
additional safeguard it was decided that every case of corporal 
punishment should be reported to the District Inspector of 
Schools.

Time Table :— At present the Education Department / lays 
down the number of periods to be allotted to different subjects 
up to class VIII. This leaves no discretion to the head )f the 
institution for making changes according to local conditions. The 
introduction of a large n u m to  or optional and alternative subjects 
in the high sections has also created complex problems of time 
table, and if the heads are not free (o frame the time table accord



ing to their needs, tlie tuitional work is likely to suffer. Internal 
administration is the sole responsibility and function of the head 
of the institution, and any interference with it by any outsider 
is undesirable. Framing of the time table is an important part 
of the internal administration. The Committee, therefore, is of 
opinion that both as a matter of principle as well as on administra
tive grounds the head should have freedom in framing his time
table according to his requirements.

The Committee also considered various suggestions for the 
change of hours of the school time. After full consideration of 
the various view points put before it, it is of opinion that if the 
present time is disturbed, it would upset the domestic arrange
ment of most families. In those places, howeverj where it is pos
sible to change the hours, the heads may be given some latitude in 
the matter

Fee Goncessions.— The Committee understands that Govern
ment has increased the present rate of fees. It feels that the 
increase will hit hard the lower group of the middle classes for 
whom Secondary Education is absolutely necessary. I f  they are 
not given any relief, the boys will have to sacrifice some of their 
essential requirements in order to pay the increased fee. It is, 
therefore, of opinion that the percentage of free-ships and half 
free-ships should be increased to give the much needed relief to 
bfoys of this class without touching those who can more easily 
pay enhanced fees.

Block Orants,-“ k i  present the grant-in-aid for the year 
is not communicated to the manager till five or six months after 
the commencement of the financial year for which it is meant. 
The management undertakes certain commitments on the strength 
o f  its proposals, and after five or six months it finds that its 
grant has not been increased to meet the additional commitments. 
Moreover, it does not know the details of the increased grant, 
for which of the proposed new items it has been increased, or if  
itb is decreased it is equally ignorant of the reasons for the cut. 
The result is that the management cannot make a long term 
programme as it is not sure of the amount of grant during the 
next year. The committee is of opinion that in order to enable 
tihe managers to make long term arrangements and stabilize their



finances, the system of block grant should be introduced, so they 
may be certain of the amount that they would get during the next 
three years. This will go a long way to remove any legitimate 
grievances of the managers, besides decreasing such unneces
sary annual work in the offices of the Director of Education and 
District Inspectors of Schools.

Character B o lls*— At present all schdola do not main;,ain 
character roll of teachers, lecturers and librarians. Even where 
they are maintained, they are sometimes not in the prescribed 
form. In the absence of a character roll, the teacher finds himself 
at a great disadvantage if he is superseded or a charge of incom
petence or inefficiency is brought agaiast hi/n after some years 
of service. The Management also finds itself at a disadrantage 
in bringing home such a charge against an old teacher. I: is, 
therefore, necessary that character rolls of all teachers, lecturers, 
and librarians should be regularly maintained in schools in the 
form attached to this report. The adverse entries should ba com
municated to the person concerned. The entries should refer not 
only to his work but to his general conduct as well. They should 
be made by the head of the institutions, and the manager may 
also record his remarks if he so desires. These entries should 
be made by the head of the institutions, and the manager may 
also record his remarks if  he so desires. These entries should be 
made at the end of the school year, but casual entries can be 
made at any time. The character rolls should be kept under the 
custody of the heads of institutions.



l^ecommendlations.

1.
The Committee is of opinion that generally the Managing 

Committees as at present constituted are unsatisfactory as many 
o f them have factions and they have usually failed to give a sense 
o f  security to teachers.

Pandit Eaj Ntith Kunzru and Babu Beni Prasad Agarwala
dissenting.

2.

The Committee is of opinion that teachers should have a 
right of representation on the Managing Committee. Only one 
teacher should represent the teachers on it. W here there is a com
pulsory levy on members, the teachers association should pay it. 
It is further of opinion that the head of the institution should be 
ex-officio member with a vote. When a question affecting the 
head or the representative teacher is discussed, he or she shall 
withdraw. The teacher representative will be selected by rotation 
according to seniority in service. He shall have option to decline 
the membership on the Committee when the next senior teacher 
w ill be selected. His term shall be for one year.

Babu Beni Prasad Agarwala and Pandit Raj Nath Kunzru 
did not agree to the right of represontation of teachers on the 
Managing Committee and of right of vote being given to the head 
o f the institutions,

Mr. Naqvi wanted atleast two representatives of Assistant 
Masters on the Managing Committee.

3.
Resolved that the Managing Committee should consist of not 

more than 15 members. The Government shall nominate three 
members to the Committee, even if it consists of less than 15 mem
bers. They will not be liable to pay compulsory levy if  it is 
imposed on members.

Mr. Agarwala and Pandit Kunzru dissented.



It was resolved by majority that Goverament shall have povet 
to remove any member of the Managing Committee for (valid 
reasons) serious dereliction of duty.

5.
It was resolved by majority of votes that Government shall 

have power to supersede a Managing Committee for persistent and 
serious dereliction of duty.

6.
The Managing Committee shall appoint a small sub-committee * 

of 3 to members to select and appoint teachers. The Head of 
the institution to be the ex-o£Bcio adviser.

7.
The Committee recommends that tuition fee in the A. H, ins

titutions should be suitably iucreased. A.uthorized fees and extra 
fees should only be charged for services rendered. No unauthorised 
fees should be charged.

e.g. 1. Admission fee
2. Ink fee
3. Reading Room and Library fee (from class

VII upwards)
4. Magazine fee (in Inter Classes oaly)
5. Commerce fee (for typewriter only)
6. Biology fee \
7. Physics ! In Inter Classes
8. Chemistry )
9. General science or science (from IX  class)

10. Pankha fees (where it is actually provided)
11. Games
12. Medical fees
13. Refresihment fee
14. Examination fee



The Department should fix the maximum for each of these 
fees that oau be charged.

8.

Resolved that ia every region there should be a standing 
Regional Arbitration Board which should consist of the following :

(1) The Regional D. D., President
(2) One Representative of the Managers.
(3) A  Representation of the Teachers,
The Provincial School Managers’ Association and U.P.8.E.A. 

shall each nominate three members for each regional board. The 
U.P.8.E.A. shall include one Principal, one Head Master and one 
Teacher among its panel. The D.D. shall select one member from 
eaeh category for each or a series of arbitrations. The Board shall 
meet atleast once every quarter and if  necessary, oftener to dii- 
pose off pending cases as speedily as possible. Pending fresh no
minations by the respective associations, the D.D. shall select 
members out of the existing panels. The D.D. shall ask the 
Associations concerned to nominate their representatives for every 
calender year in good time.

No changes are necessary in paras 7 and 10 of the agreement.
Para 12 of the agreement appears to be redundant.

9.
Resolved that leave rules which apply to teachers in Govern

ment institutes should also apply to teachers in private schools.
The Manager should be permitted to make provision for leave 

arrangement in the managers return.

10.
Resolved that if a teacher is proved to have contravened the 

rule regarding private tuitions his conduct would be considered to 
be amounting to insubordination under clause 7 of the agreement. 
The Head of the institution in consultation with the Manager may 
ini special cases permit a teacher to undertake more than two 
tuitions.



Character roll of Asstt. Masters, Lecturers, Librarians shall 
be maintained on the prescribed form. Yearly entries must be made 
in it by the head of the institution on the teachers work in th© 
institution and also on general conduct. The Manager may also 
record his remarks. Adverse entries shall be communicated to the 
teachers concerned within a month of making of entry. The cha
racter roll shall be kept under the custody of the head of the insti
tution. Casual entries may be made at any time.

11.
Secretary to draft a form.

Transfer i5oar< .̂— There shall be a transfer board for transfer 
of teachers within a region. It shall consist of

(1) The D.D. of the Region.
(2) Two representatives of the managers.
(3) One representative of the heads of institutions.

They sh^ll be nominated by their respective associations. No 
applications shall be entertained without recommendation of the 
manager who shall communicate his requirements for the substitute. 
Mutual transfer can be arranged without reference to the Board.

12.
The Committee recommends that the head of an institution 

may be authorised to inflict corporal punishment for gross mis- 
demeanour^under report to the District Inspector.

13.

The Committee recommends that heads of institutions should 
be given greater latitude in framing time table and fixing school 
hours.

14.
Committee recommends that in oase the rate of fees is in- 

creased, percentages of freeships and half freeships in institutions 
may also be increased.



15.
The Committee recommends that the system of block grants 

for three years should be introduced, as the managers experience 
considerable difficulty under the present system of yearly tixatiou 
of grants.

Ml. B. P, Agaiwala laised tlie question of lepreseutatiou. .of 
managois on the Inter Board and other educational bodies. The 
Chairman ruled that the question was beyond the scope o f the 
Committee. . ̂

16.
The Committee recommends that the Legal Bemembrancer 

should be consulted regarding the necessity of legislation regard
ing the changes in the Trust deeds and registered constitutions.

Sd. . M. M a h p d z x ir  E a h m a n . Sd. R a g h u k u l  T i l a k ,
30-10-47 Chairman.

Sd. R, 8. SiNHA. 1. Sd. N aushah H usain Naqyi.
30-10-47. 2. Sd. K. P. Gaur.

I do not agree with the report and its recommendations and 
agree with the note of dissent submitted by Pt, Raj Nath Kunzru.

Sd . M o h d . A sr ar  A h m a d ,

30-12-47.
Sd. S. N. Chaturvbdi, 

Secretary.
30-10-47.

I do not agree with the report and its recommendations and 
shsill put in my detailed note of dissent.

S d.  R a j  N a x h  K u n s k u .
30-10-47.



Extract taken from  the letter^ dated ifovemher 17 ̂ 1947  ̂f r o m  
Bahu Beni Prasad Agarwala^ member o f  the better Manage^ 
ment Committee,

I have no objection to sign the report and you may consider 
this letter as my consent and signature for the report. As re
gards the minute of dissent, I 'would like to associate myself 
with Ptandi Eaj Nath Kunzru in the matter of the minute of the 
same which when he sends you a copr, you may also take it on my 
behalf.

Sd . B e n i P r asad  A g a r w a l a .



Draft of Character Roll of Teachers.
Confidential I— Annual Keport on the work and couduofc of 

fehe members of the teaching staff of aided Anglo-Hindustaui 
institutions of the United Provinces.

(1) Name of the institution.
(2) Name of the teacher in full.
(3) Father’s name.
(4) Examinations passed with the name of the University, 

Board, Association, etc., year and division. (This should be kept 
up-to-date.)

(5) Record of any certificate of merit or work, awarded by 
Government, Education Department, or Public Body.

(6) Special qualifications, if  any, e.p. scouting, First-aid, Red 
Cross etc.

(7) Date and place of birth.
(8) Religion.
(9) Permanent residence and address.

(10) Date of commencement o f service in the
(a) Department.
(b) Present institution.

(11) Date of confirmation in the present post.
(12) Details of previous service, with dates.
(13) Date of (a) joining the Provident Fund scheme in the first

recognised institution.
(b) transfer o f  the Provident Fund Account to th® 

present institution.
(14) Present post.
(15) Scale o f pay and pay on March 31, 194...
(16) Date of execution of the prescribed agreement.

Signature o f  the Head o f  the institution.
Date,



Re|»of t on the work and conduct of the officer.

ISame of the teaelier ................................. ... . .  ................................
Remarks regarding bis work and ooiiduot, and also any othe* 

remarks of interest: —

Year. Bexuarks b ;  the Head 
of the institution.

Bemarlca bj? tlie Pre> 
Bident or the 

Manager of the
insUtutioD.

Bate of communioating 
adveree remarks if any, 

or giying waroin;, 
if any.



Leftve accomit of..

jLeave Eumed Leave taken with 
detail.

Tear. pay.

Half
arerage

pay.

Leave 
average on 

M C.
Study
leave.

Vataiioa
leave.

KibA of Fetiod 
leave- with date.



Summary of Answers to Questionnaire
1. B y  H eads op I n s t it u t io n s .

Q. 1 ^ 2 8  Heads are satisfied and 139 dissati§fied while two haTe 
DOt sent any reply and the replies of 12 heads doubtful. 
Causes of dissatisfaction are (i) no defiwite rules for the 
guidance of the manager and lack of public-spirited mem
bers.

Q. 2— From the replies to question two it appears that the 57 Heads 
feel that people of the locality are satisfied with Managing 
Committee while 83 Heads speak otherwise. Two have 
given blank replies and 39 replies are doubtful.

Public is not interested in denominational institutions.
Q. 3 (t)— 45 Heads opine that the members take interest in the 

Committee, but few with a sense of public service. If 
they take interest at all it is in matters of appointment o f 
teachers, promotion and admission of students at the time 
of their own election and in giving freeship or half-freeship
to students. Generally the Manager has to take interest 
till it does not affect their pockets. 70 Answers denote 
that members do not take interest, other replies are either 
blank or doubtful.

Q. 3 ( î)— 30 Heads write that the members collect funds for
institutions, though the number of such members is rare,
mostly the manager is interested in it. If they take in
terest collectively it is only at the time of the foundation 
of the institution. Some schools collect funds through 
teachers.

Managers’ countribution is shown by the increased pay of 
teachers.

98 Heads are of opinion that members do not collect funds.
65 Answers are either blank or doubtful.

Q, 3 (f'it).— 48 Answers show that the members try to improve the 
facilities for providing better educatiou, provided it does 
not cost them anything and does not involve much 
exertion on their part.



93 Heads say that the members do not try to improve 
the facilities ; for they are incapable and uneducated.

42 Replies are blank or no replies.
Q, 4 (^) (a).-—57 Heads express that guardians are represented in 

the Managing Committee and 108 say that they are not 
represeiited. In some inslitntions Iheie is no wnifoim 
practice. I f  they get representation not so by virtue of 
beiDg manager’s men but accidently get representation.

Q, 4 {it) (&).— 104 Heads say that donors are represented and 48 
heads say they are not represented. Those, who receive 
representation are mostly managers’ own men.

Q, 4 (c) (e).—21 Replies show that the teachers get representation 
while II 5 show that they are not represented. In many 
cases the Heads represent the teachers.

Q. 4 [ii).— In 53 cases heads are not the members of the Managing 
Committee. In 19 cases heads are members but in different 
capacities,
{i) They are ex-officio members having no right to vote 

exclusively.
[ii) They represent teachers.

[iii] They only write proceedings of the Committee with no
definite voice.

{iv) In some cases they act as Secretaries, Joint Secretaries 
and Assistant Secretaries.

(v) In one instance he is a member because he is the 
founder of the institution,

§ .  5 (e).—7 7 ~ Y e s—harmonious working will continue,
35 are of opinion that harmony depends upon the new 

element and the manner in which they are elected.
44— either do not answer the question or are against any 

change.
26— give a negative reply.

5  (iV),— The following interests are suggested for representa
tion in the Committee,



(t) Donors— with definite minimum donation (generally 
Rs. 1,000 suggested).

(ti) Teachers.
(m ) Guardians (either by the teachers or U. P. 8. E. A.).
(iv) Old boys.
(v) Local educationists.
Some suggest representation of legal and medical profes

sion, merchant, Chambers, etc.
Q, 5 Election or nomiuation :— Three methods suggested —

(t) Nomination by the Department under each category.
( « )  Co-optation by the Managing Committee.

(ut)  Election by each constituency to be formed and mem
bers to pay subscription to qualify for voting.

Q, 6 . - 6 5  in favour of communal representation.
110 not in favour o f communal representation*

8 are either doubtful or blank.
Suggestions:—

(^) District Magistrate to act as an arbitrator to aroid 
party factions as there is possibility of party intrigues 
in communal representation.

(eV) Men of sound education of any conmuuity, provided 
they are donors.

(m ) No denominational institutions.
(tv) One member of the community be included.
(v) Guardians particularly those who finance.

Q. 7 (e).— Yes 146 No. 30 Blank or doubtful 7.
(eV).—Yes 154 No. 20 ,, „  „  9.

(ttV}.— Yes 149 No. 29 „  „  „  5.
(tv)»—Yes 171 No, 6 „  „  „  6.

Suggestions :—
(t) Commissioner.

(ti) District Magistrate.
(zn) S. D. 0 ,



{iv) Tahsildar.
{v) Sub-Inspector.

(vi) Civil Surgeon.
{vii) Judicial Officer.

{viii) Engineer.
(ix )  School Medica\ OSiceT.

(x) Doctors.
(xi) Local M. L. A.S and Local M. L, Cs. 

ixn) Women.
(x iu )  Scheduled Castes.
(xiv) Eepresentation of District Board and Municipal Board.
(xv) Ex-Head Master.

(xvt) Old boys.
(xvit) Trade and Commerce,

(xvh'i) A  person who can improve finances.
(xix) Spiritual interests.
(xx) U. P. S. E. A. (Local Branch).

(xxi)  One representative of stuients.

8.— Suggestiens :—
(1) V . F. passed.
(2) Matric or High School.
(^) Intermediate,
(I) Graduate.
(5) M, A.
Eelaxation in case of donors.
Some suggest that no educational qualifications are neces

sary.
 ̂ (e). —87 want that the Managers and Presidents should be

graduates but some want relaxation in case of Presidents,
( « ) .— 54 No educational qualifications,

(m ).— 16 High School,



(tv),— Highest examination of the institution.
(v).'—iO want some qualifications bat do not suggest aay 

particular ooe, or they want ex-officio Presidents and 
Managers.

Q. 10.— Changing of M. C’s. constitution
(i) 30 by Governmeat orders.

{ii) 69 by legislation.
(in )  29 new registration.

{ Constitution passed by §rd 
(^V) 10 Self-determination < majority.

( Constitution passed by f  th 
majority.

(v) 4 Legal advice to be sought.
[vi) Institutions under Government supervision through

I. 0 . 8. or Central Managing Committee.
Q, 11.— Suggestions : —

(z) Education Tax (Re. - /^ / ‘  rupee) profits of Mills 
and factories.

Guardians. Heavy taxes on business concerns.
Centres of entertainments. Taxation over Rs. 603 

per annum.
Taxation on every revenue payer, income-tax pay, 

death duty, tax on all Insurance Companies. 
Compulsory taxation over Rs. 3,00 per year.

{it) Government to finance. Income-tax to be increased on 
those whose income is more than Rs. 1,00'^.

(m ) Free from the members. More ontribution from 
donors.

{iv) Municipal Boards and District Boards to contribute.
(w) Raising fee. System of freeship to be stopped.

(vi) Electors or members of the General Body to Rs. 5
each.

(mV) Income from publication of books.
(viit) Extra-admission fee of Rs. 5.

(fa;) Tax on agricultural income.



(cc) Holding of musical and dance consorts.
{x i)  Some tax on students besides fee.
{xii)  Imposition of Development fee.

{xilt)  Waqf income.
{xiv) Rate of membership to be fixed by the Department 

not less than Rs. 12 annually.
{xv) Tuition fee to be graded according to income.

(xvt)  Some industries may be introduced in the schools on 
business lines as Ayurvedic Laboratory, etc.

{xvii)  All banks and factories of the lociility to contribute 
towards institutions.

(xviii) Dharmada should be taken off from business-men.

Q. 12.— Increase in present scale o f  p a y '—
124 in favour of increased fee.
52 oppose any increase.

2 advise to increase according to capacity.
1 free upto middle standard.
3 no reply.

13.—97 Dissolution or supersession under State Control.
11 Fresh elections.

Suggestions
{i) Strict measures to be taken as withdrawal of recogni

tion, suspension of grant-in-aid.
(zi) More interference from Government.

(nV) New M. Cs. to be elected by the General Body.
(iv) D. M. or I. 0 . S. to manage the institutions or even

H. M. in co-operation with members of staff.
(v) D. P. I. to nominate members in consultation with.

(vt) Representatives of guardians, donors, teachers who 
may ensure better management and raising of finances.

( v u )  Trouble creators to be removed.
(v m )  Overhauling by I. 0 . S.

(ix) Provincialisation of institutions.



Q. — 120 replies show that Aided Schools are bstter thau
Qoverment Schools.

{ii) 41 replies show that they are worse than Government 
Schools.

(tVi) 15— -No difference between them,

{iv) 6 -------- ----------------- Ko reply.

Suggestions 
(*) Stern warning.

{ii) Punishment according to immensity of fault, stoppage 
of promotion, degradatioa, transfer, fines, dismissal (to 
be dealt with the terms of agreement.)

Q. 15 (m ).— I. 0 . S., Headmaster Panchayat Assessors and Board 
or arbitrators to decide punishment.
The following should be in Board of Arbitrations.
(0 1 .0. s.

(u )  Two represeatatives of the teachers’ Association.
{Hi) Two representatives of M. C.
(iv) One officer of Judicial Service,
(v) Government to provide them with jobs in other depart

ments.
(vi)  Increase in salary to attract better and more respon

sible men.
(vii) 3 months notice to mend himself.

(viii) Proper selection. Only capable teachers to be ap
pointed.

( tx )  Incompetent teachers should be given such subjects 
which they may teach efficiently.

(x )  A  refresher course training.

Q. 16.— 35 answers mean that there is security of service.
138 say no security.

5 blank.



Eeasons of insecurity :—
( /)  Incompetence of management.

(//') High-handednessj party politics, a divided house.
(///) Limited resources, new men’s appointment at a lower

pay-
[iv) Step-motherly treatment o£ the Department.
(v) Such teachers who hold independent views.
(vi) Members are selfish.

(t?//) Communal considerations and refusal to do private 
work of manager.

(a).—'39 Yes.
142 No and others either blank or doubtful.

Q. 17 (b).— 11 Suggestions for 36 pe
94

2
66

2
8

30
32
24
28
21

ods per week.

(c). —Suggestions ; —
(t) Increase in fee.

(//) More Government grants.
(///) Manager’s contribution.
(h) Taxation.
(t>) Leave to be given to teachers without pay.
(vf) Bs. S annually to be charged from the guardiaus.

Q. 18.— 111 State that the salaries are paid regularly and on due 
date.

70 State that the salaries are distributed irregularly.
48 Deductions from salaries.

132 No deduction from salaries.
Q. 19.— 137 Answers hold that the teachers undertake too many 

tuitions.



36 Answers hold that the teachers do not undertake too 
many tuitions.

Suggestions :—
(t) lOD 7o increase in salary and disallowing private tui

tions.
(ii) Eaising moral standard and dignity of the teaching 

staff.
(//V) By strictness, and drastic measures.
{to) Heads should be approached by guardians.
(u.) Coaching classes to be started.

(d )  Heads to be authorised to cancel unauthorised tuitions.
[vfi) Guardians to approach managers and not teachers 

directly.
{vitf) Teachers should be allowed more than two’ tuitione.

(/ic) Tuition by I. O. S’s. permisson.
(a?) Legal prohibition.

Q. 20.— 72 satisfactory.
102 unsatisfactory.

Suggestions
(/) Leave rules of Government servant to apply.

(/V) 15 days medical leave on full pay every year.
15 days P. leave on full pay every year.
One months’ P. L. on J pay every year.

(/Vi) Study leave if one has served for at least S years ia the 
institution.

(tv) Marriage leave.
[v) Death leave,

(vf) One months’ P. L. on full pay and 3 months maternity 
leave.

(vit) Casual leave to accumulate for 3 years, if  not avail
ed of.

(y///) A teacher must enjoy a fortnights’ earned leave every 
year.



Q. 21.^157 in favour of representation in M. C. 
against the proposal.

Suggestions
{i) Due representation can make their voice effective.

{it) Such members will be tools in hands of some influea- 
tial members, a source of trouble to the Heads.

(//V) Teachers will fall in intrigues.
(/y) Discipline will be affected,,teaching to suffer.
(v) Create friction between H. M. and staff.

{vi) Their representation will have a great psychologicil 
effect.

(yii) They will not be able to make their voice effective.
[viii) If the powers of the managing committee are curtailed, 

the voice of the teachers may be effective.
{ix) Something is better than nothing.
{x) I f the CO. is reasonable their voice effective.

[xi) One out of ten teachers.
{xii) Teachers’ representation in the General body.

[xiii) Half and half share in M. C.
[xiv) They will be able to expose high-handedness of the

Managing Co.
Q. 2 2 .— 123 assert that the teachers tike part in party politics, etc.

60 deny that the teachers take part in party politics, etc.
Suggestions for stopping teachers’ direct or indirect part

in the elections of Co.
( )̂ It should be treated an offence.
{ii) Their representation in M. C.

(in )  Kemoving all local teachers and also those who are
relations of Managing Co*s. members.

{iv) In some cases teachers are forced.
(v) Eaising moral standard and selt-respect of teachers.

(vi) Teachers should not be appointed without H. M’s. 
consent.



{vii) Secarity of tenure will remove this evil.
(tiii) If impartial attitude taken by M. 0.

Q. 23— ( )̂ Improving the teacher’s lot and security of service.
(u) Uniformity of rules to be maintained throughout the

province.
[Hi) Suspension and dismissal to be taken away from M. C.
[iv] No penalty without previous approval of I. 0 . S.
[v] H. M. responsible for tho discharge of his duties to the

Education Minister.
[vi] High Court should be final court for appeals.

(vH) All teachers to be Government servants.
{viii) After confirmation services should not be disposed off 

by a simple notice.
[ix) Regular increment.
[x) Teacher to be dismissed by a resolution by frd of

votes.
[xi) P. F. by teacher, - / I / -  by M. C. and - /I / -  by

Government.
{xii) Payment of overtime work.

(xiii) Retirement bonus. One month’s salary per year o f  
service.

{xiv) No permanent teachers’ services to be terminatei on 
grounds of financial stringency or inefiioieacy, after 5 
years’ service.

(xv) Pay must be disbursed upto 4th of every month.
{xvi) Manager to be penalised for his. fault.

ixvii) Scheme of Life Insurance from P. F.

2 4 . - Yes 14-3. No. 36. Blank 5.
Suggestions : —

(I) Provincialisation of Aided Schools under a new 
Board aud transfer to be effected by Divisional Ins
pectors’ order, on mutaal agreement.



(2) Teachers desirirg their transfer to apply to D. P. I. 
Difference in salaries to be adjusted in grant-ia-aid
8^ by M. C. T A. to be borne by Government.
M.Cs. of both institutions and

(3) Regular grades and Central Board to control all 
schools.

(4) Transfer on D. P. I’s. order but on recommeadation 
of I. 0 . S. Uniformity of pay.

(5) A  board consisting of Managers and Heads in each 
division. Teachers getting same salary to be trans
ferred.

(6) Transfer only in beginning of the session. Provin
cial Board of control.

(7) If teacher is transferred on some char^^e or desires 
his transfer he has to bear T. A. otherwise the 
receiving institution.

(8) Institutions to be classified in A. B. C. D. according 
to their standing and finances, and transfers to be 
confined from A to A and B to B, etc. Salaries can 
be adjusted by I. 0 . S. by deducting or increasing 
grant-in-aid.

(9) Government to pay T. A.
(10) A Teachers’ Exchange Bureau to be set up on the 

lines of Labour Exchange.
(11) T. A. to be borne by the party that wants transfer.
(12) Transfers to be effected only in summer vacation.
(13) A kind of U. P. Board of Aided Institutions to be 

set up to appoint and transfer teachers.
(14) A  Provincial Teachers welfare Officer.

Q. 25,«--60 are in favour’ of the fact that the existing machinery 
satisfactory.
88 not satisfactory.

Suggestions :—
(1) I. 0 .  S. as President of the Arbitration Board.



(2) Tribunal,
(a) a member of M.C.
(I)) a representative of teacTier.
(c) Department Officer.

(3) District Judge to approve. M, C’s, deoisioa.
(4) Tribunal-D. P. I., eminent educationalists and Dis

trict Judge.
(5) Grant-in-aid to be suspended.
(6) The time-limit for settling disputes should ba fixed. 

Q. 26.— Dropped (Timing).

(). 27.—’Suggestions: —
(1) Teachers’ pay equal to an Executive Officer.
(2) Security of service,
(3) Prohibition of tuition.
(4) Parity with Government servants.
(5) Preferential treatment of Government.
(6) Service punishment for bad conduct.
(7) Teachers should be allowed hands in public affairs 

of the locality, e District Board, Municipalty, 
Local Bodies, Police Enquiries.

(8) Award of executive powers.
(9) They should be nominated as Honorary Magistrates 

Advisors or Honorary Magistrates.
(10) They should be invited in Government functions.
(11) Cultural amenities.
(12) Award of good books and financial aid for travelling 

to increase knowledge.
(13) Meetings with guardians at least once a month.
(14) Representation in all Sub-Committees appointed by 

Government.
(15) Purity of character.
(16) Inclusion of teachers in Gaon Panchayat.



(17) Honest and sincere teacher.
(18) Provision of residential quarters, a kind of colony 

for teachers.
(19) A teacher should be considered a Guru and all the 

ceremonies of his pupils to be performed through
assistance.

(20) Teachers’ children to be given free education.

Answers received from the Management.
g .  I. Yes 70

No 52

n . Yes 108

III. (a) 87 Yesf
33 No

Q>) 56 Yes
es No

Q. III. (c) 83 Yes
36 No

Q. IV . Guardians in M. C.
ia) 74 Yes

42 No
{h) Donors.

93 Yes
22 No

(c )  Teachers,
41 Yes
73 No

Headmaster.
66 Yes
52 No



Q. y  35 Yes
58 -No

3 Doubtful
17 Vague
14 No Reply

Suggestion :—
(1 ) No new element welcome.
(2) I. 0 . S. District Magistrate, teachers.
(3) Educational Officer, Donors, Guardians
(4) Merchants, Ex-students, Education Expert®
(5) By General Body.

Q. VI. Yes 51
No 63

Suggestions :— No denominationai institutions to exist.
Q, VII. (a) (z) Education Departm ent.:—

63 Yes
54 No
11 Blank

(zi) Guardians
86 Yes
24 No

(m ) Teachers :—
46 Yes
60 No

(iv) Educationists:—
86 Yes
24 No

(h) 93 Yes
20 No



Suggestions for other representatioua

(1) Health.
(2) Depressed class.
(3) Teachers.
(4) M. L. As.
(5) Voca. and Tech.
(6) Boys.
(7) EDgineer.
(8) Lady Doctor.
(9) District Magistrate.

(10) Old Boys.
(11) Local Boards.
(12) Philanthrophists.
(13) Industries.
(14) National leaders.
(15) Managers of other institutions.
(16) Rich persons.

V III .— Suggestions :—
(1) Literate guardians.
(i5) Qualified medical men.
(3) Elected by trustees.
(4) All elements to be represented.
(5) No caste domination.
(6) Lawyers to be excluded.
(7) District Inspectors.
(8) Public spirited men.
(9) Doctors and Engineers.

(10) No more than eleven but in no case more than 15.
(11) Donors minimum Rs. 50-).
(12) H llding High social status.



Kegarding qualifications :—
(/) Graduate.

(;V) 1^0 qualifications.
{Hi) Higher than the institution.
(/y) Trained Graduates.
(y) High SchooL

{vi) Administrative experience.
5 —Experienced men.

45— Graduate (I trained graduate).
2— Higher than the highest class of the institution. *
1— Inter.

10— Matriculate.
28— No qualifications.
20— No reply,

Q. 10.— 56 Change in constitution.
10 By legislation.

Q. 11.— (/)  Graded fee according to guardians income,
(it) Education cess on business and any income over 

Es. 1,000.
(Jii) Special grants-in-aid.

(tv) Percentage of tax o f local boards to be diverted.
(^) Annual income above Es. 5,000 to pay double fee,

(vi) Extra-contribotion from guardians,
(vii) Tax on publication and books.

(viii) Art and craft on business lines to be introduced.
(ix) Out-turn of technical branch,
((c) Landed endowments.

(cci) Special tax by state.
(xii)  Manufacture of articles (decorative, etc.)

(xiii) W aqf income.
(xiv) Tax on Eevenue and Income.
(xv )  Cess on local market.



12.—-Scale of fee
59 Yes fee to be increased.
59 No, fee not to be increased.

Q„ 13.—Suggestions ;— ^
(1) Hew memlaers to be elected-
(2) Committee to be abolished, stop grant, withdraw 

recognition.
(3) I. 0 . S. and D. P. I. to warn the management.
(4) Suspension and taking over by Government.
(5 ) Appoint a Government nominee in the Committee.
(6) Transfer management to others.

Q: 14.— 47 As good as Government institutions.
54 Better than Government institutional 
13 No good.

Q, 15.~Suggestions :—
(1) According to provision in agreement form.
(2) Warning.
(3) As in Government service.
(4) A  personal log book.
(5) Should be removed.
(6) Increment in pay.
(7) Kefer to joint committee teachers and Managers.
(8) Training in refresher course.
(9) Tribunal to enquire (appointed by Government).

(10) Stopping increment.
(11) Teaching diploma to be taken of.
(12) Eeplaoement.
(13) Transfer.
(14) Managing Committee to deal.

Q. 16.— 74 Yes.
48 No.

10



Suggestion Too many bosses. 
(). 17 {a).— 59 Yes.

P8 No.
-24 pds. per week (10) yes). 
36/48 pds. per week (IB yes).

{by
30 51 (44 yes),
12 5? n (2 yes).
38 )» )' (5 yes).

8 *) )) (1 yes).
35 5) ( i  yes).
27 n (3 yes).
25 if (2 yes).
48 •

V V (1 yes).
42 }} (1 yes).

(c) Meeting o f  increasing c o s t :—

Suggestions :—
(/) Grant a ad fee (increased). 

(//) Combined classes.
{Hi) State and management. 
{iv) Deductions.

Q. 18 (a).— 69 Yes.
20 No.

(6 ) . -9  Yes.
110 No.

Q. 19.— 55 Yes.
60 No. 
Suggestion :■

Q. 20.— 78 Yes.
23 No.

■Better salary.



Suggestions:—
(/) Casual leave to accumulate, furlough, P. L. full pay 

preparatory leave, more casual leave (20 days) and 
not to be included in holidays,

Q. 21.— Yes 73.
N q 4 3 .

Q', 22 {a).— Yes 46.
No 69.
21 Yes.
70 No.

Q, 23.—  Yes 11.
No 57.

Suggestions
6 months notice.
Insurance from P. F.
No arbitration.
Government interference.
Probation period to be extended.
More power to management.
No resignation in middle of session.
Pay to be regular.

Q. 24 (a ).-5 2  Yes.
61 No.
-Suggestions— for transfer and bearing T. A.

(1) Government.
(2) Central Board.
(6) T. A. to be borne by teachers.
(4) Managements grant to be adjusted.
(5) Schools.
(6) Uniform salary,
(7) Board of managers.



Q.  2 5 . -7 3  Yes.
29 No.

Suggestions :—
(/) Transfer.
(/V) Judicial Officer.

{m) District Education Cotflmisdofi.
(/>) Speedy disposal.

2 6 .-7 3  Yes.
23 No.

Suggestions:—
(1) Unnecessary religious festivals to be minimised.
(2) Vacations to be increased up to I5th July.
(3) Eainy vacations for villages.
(4) Shift system.
(5) Morning 2J hours, evening 2 hours.
(6) Abolition of summer vacations,
(7) Leave it to manager.

Q ,  27.— Suggestions : —
(1) Kemove disparity.
(2) H igh pay.
(3) Minister and D. P. I. to dine with them.
(4) Less diflference of salary between D. P. L and Primary

school teacher.
(5) First class men. Allowed to take part in public life.

Preferential Treatment by Government.
(6) Eesidential quarters.
(7) Better Providend Fund.
(8) Recognition in public functions.
(9) Head Master a Gazetted Officer.

(10) Licence to keep arms,
(11) Stop tuitions.
(12) Leadership in social life,



(13) Children’s Education free.
(14) Teachers to be status of Government Gazetted Officers.
(15) Brotherly help.

Q. 28.— Findings and complaints:—
(1) Slow and delay in settlement.
(2) Too many checks through I. 0. S.
(3) Red Tapism and lethargy.
(4) Grants not proportionate to expenditure.
(5) Government not approving all expenses.
(6) Unimaginative Government.
(7) Government’s apathy.
(8) No inspection for years.
(9) Dilatory and evasive replies.

(10) Grant-in-aid rules unfair.
(11) Block system to be introduced.
(12) Undue favour to teachers.
(13) Destructive criticism.
(14) Difficulty in recognition.
(15) Direct approach to D. P. I.
(16) Dictatorial attitude of I. 0 . S.
(17) Unnecessary correspondence.

Q, 29. ^Yes 20
No 84
Doubtful 12

In one case building is charged.
Q. 30. Managers contribution :—

(1) 7:9
(2 ) N il

(3) J/4
(4) 60/60
(5) 10%



Q. 31

(7) 1/3
(8) More than Government grant (Es. 3,000.)
(9) 1/40

(10) 5:7
(11) 1/5
(12) 5/9

(a) 89 Yes
22 No

{h) 30 Yes
82 No

(c) 25 Yes
77 No

{d) 53 Yes
47 No

(e) No till state takes control.
(u) Desirable but not practicable.

Q, 32.— Suggestions f o r  Im provem ent:—
(1) Decent pay and quarters for tbe staff.
(2) GoTernment grant-in-aid | (ii) 6% (iii) more in 

grant-in-aid.
(3) Clear defined power, same salary. District Arbitra

tion Board.
(4) No emigration during the session.
(5) State control.
(6) A  conference of heads and managers.

V
(7) Members of the Committee should be highly qualified 

educationally.



(8) Parent-Teachers association.
(9) More training colleges, double shifts.

(10) Education tax.
(.11) Better Providend Fuad and Insurance from Pro- 

vidend Eund.
(12) Heads to be free from accounts work and to be 

changed (every five years).
(13) More clerks and teachers.
(14) Government and non-Government to have one stan

dard in everything.
(15) Elections before Judicial Officers.
(16) District Education Oouncilj Central pool of training 

teachers.
(17) Bills to bo passed after expenditure is incurred.
(18) Institutions on Co-operative basis as in Bombay 

Presidency,
(19) Model rules for M. C. mutual transfers.
(20) Liberal leave rules.
(21) More Government supervisor.
(22) Members of M. C. to be highly established;
(23) Teachers to be promoted to High Executive posts. 
(24j Government institutions to be abolished.
(25) Maternity leave.
(26) Special consideration for Girls Schools.
(27) Teachers representation in local public affairs.
(28) Membfers to pay Rs* 100 a year, and lb. milk to 

students.
(29) No. of students to be 25.



Note of dissent by M/s. Gaur and Naqvi.
We sign the report subject to the following dissent*

1. The question of qualification of the manager was raised in 
the Committee hut no resolution is found in the conclusions. The 
manager of an institution 'whicli imparts knowledge must be a man 
suitable to carry on his duties properly. Most of the managers do 
not understand the working of an educational institution and its 
implications. Some even cannot sign their names. W e would 
press that the manager should at least posses so much q u a lifica tion  
which would suit the status of the institution. To be concrete 
the manager of a High School should have passed at least the In 
termediate Examination, that of an Inter College at least a gradu
ate. The manager of a Middle School at least a matriculate.

2. In view of the above and also that the manager has no 
opportunity to know the work of a teacher his remark in the 
Character Roll as envisaged in the Resolution 10 is unnecessary and 
inadvisable.

N . H. N a q v i.

30/10/47.

K . P. G a u e .

30/10/47.



Note o f  Dissent
B y  P a n d it  R aj N a t h  K u n z r u .

To begin with, the framing of the terms of reference was far 
from happy, because the main issue had been practically prejudged 
and the mind of the Government disclosed on matters which were 
to be iuG^ulred into by the Gommvttee. This Avaa hardly desirable 
aa it nnturally had the effect of influencing the decisioQ of the 
Committee.

Another difficulty was that necessary care was not taken to 
appoint such an official as Secretary to the Committee as had an 
open mind and was prepared to view matters ia a judicial way 
free from any bias. If this were done the report would have been 
faiir and balanced and broad in its outlook.

I f prices had risen and the salaries of teachers had remained 
stationary, surely the blame or the responsibility did not entirely 
rest with the managements. It was the result of the unwise and 
short sighted policy of the Government and its officers that the 
re>lief to which the teachers were entitled could not be given to 
them. The latest instance is furnished by the report of the non-Gov- 
ernment aided Anglo-Yernacular Institutions Enquiry Committee 
published in 1940. In the grade of the teachers recommended 
by the Coramitteee every care was taken to keep down the 
expenditure and therewith Government Grant-in-aid. In fact 
this has been the fundamental policy of Government for many 
deicades and most of the present-day drawbacks of aided insti
tutions are attributable to this policy. It is unfortimate that 
ouir present Government also has not kept clear of this legacy 
in-as-much-as it has limited the resources of aided institutions 
b y  curtailing the powers of the management to increase 
their income and by laying down that it will pay additional 
grant only to the extent of 25% of the enhanced salaries of 
teiachers. The disastrous result of tbis policy is o?>vious and must 
very soon be felt. The economic requirements of the teacher and 
proper estimation of his market value formed no part for the 
consideration of the Anglo-Vernacular Institutions Enquiry Com
mittee, nor did these matters receive any consideration at the 
hands of the Government. Some years ago the salaries of the 
teachers in aided schools were subjected to cuts, like those 
of Government servants, when there was an economic depres-



sion in the province. But, correspondingly wbea prices rose and 
dearness allowances were granted to all Government servants 
without exception, no consideration was shown to teachers work
ing in aided institutions in spite of their repeated demands and 
representations. Any attempt to raise their salaries and enhance 
the tuition fees was invariably turned down by the Education 
Department. The discontent among the teachers, was, therefore, 
very natural but b y ' no means could the responsibility for the 
crisis be fastened on the managements of aided institutions. The 
unavoidable dearness allowance paid to the ministerial staff is also 
conveniently still left out of account by the Department of Educa
tion. The fact of the matter is that want of sympathy and vision 
on the part of officers of the Education Department has bden 
solely responsible for the discontent and disabilities of the teachers, 
who, as they have to deal direct with the managements, unjustly 
and sometimes ignorantly blame the managements for their 
sufferings. The Education Department to its relief finds the 
managements of aided institutions a convenient scapegoat to evade 
its own responsibilities.

Organisation and kinds of aided institutions-
No impartial observer can agree to the unwarranted and dis

paraging remarks made in the report against the managements of 
aided institutions. Prejudice and propaganda cannot conceal facts. 
The statements made are rambling and contradictory. They are 
based not on any tested evidence but on wish and the criticism 
offered is to all appearance a clumsy effort to support the unfortu
nately worded terms of reference in which as I have stated above, 
the issue involved has been predetermined. To arrive at correct 
conclusions it was necessary that certain selected institutions 
should have been visited, against which there were complaints 
or which in their turn had grievances against officers of the De
partment of Education and due enquiries made on the spot. This 
was not done. It is admitted in the report that the Committees 
have to make constant efforts to find funds not only for additions 
and improvements but also for maintenance. It is also admitted 
that “  the number of philanthropic people being limited in a loca
lity the increasing number of institutions have to share their



d(onations with tho result that each one now gets a smaller arnonnt 
frem them,”  and that “  the middle classes who generally beaefit 
from these shools contribute but little to their fuads as donations 
amd subscriptions and the bulk of the income co nes from zamin* 
dars, industrialists, businessmeiiand a small fraction of money from 
professional classes.”  There are further important admissions that 
“  whil© it is comparatively easy to get funds for building or other 
similar expenditure of a non-recurring nature, the management 
is hard put to it to find constant supply of funds for maintenance ” 
and that “  it is to the credit of the managements that they find 
it  (money)”  for expansion. Yet a finding has been recorded that 
reserve funds seldom yield an income of Rs. 1,000 and that 
ttierefore the managing bodies do not do their duties and deserve 
t(0 be condemned. The serious handicaps of the managements 
are admitted yet they are asked to perform a miracle. It is not 
known if  the institutions, which do possess endowments are in 
any manner treated better than others by Government or the 
Department of Education. It has been taken for granted that 
Government on their part equitably discharge their responsi
bilities. It has been most uncharitably assumed that private
a.gencies start institutions for mere personal glorification and 
aggrandizement and not with the philanthropic motive of 
rendering public service for the promotion of education. It has 
also been assumed that the non-recurring expenditure involved 
in  establishing and running an institution is a very small part 
ciompared to other expenditure and that Government always pay 
tiheir full share of contribution towards 'non-recurring expendi- 
tmre.”  The fact of the matter, however, is that if the compiled 
figures were available it could be easilly shown that Government 
contribute a very small share towards non-recurring expenditure, 
tbe bulk of which has always to be found by the managements 
w ith  great labour and sacrifice. The total amount invested by 
private agencies in our province must amount to a few crores 
and without this investment education could not expand as much 
ais it has done at present. In Agra alone, during the last two 
y ears only, not less than 5 or 6 lakhs must have been invested 
for establishing new educational institutions, while large sums 
were invested before in other educational institutions. In 1891-92 
there were 80 High Schools in our province and about half of them 
were non-Government Schools, In 1938-39 Government High



Schools numbered only 48, and non-Government High. Schools, 
excluding Municipal and European Schools^ 161. In 1916-17 
there were 23 Girls’ High, schools and all of them were non.- 
Government Schools. In 1938-39 their number rose to 37 and 
only CDS of them was a Government School. All these iastitations 
could not grow without a sincere urge on tlie part of private 
agencies concerned to help the advancement of education and with
out substantial financial assistance from the public. Any inde
pendent and impatial critic will readily concede that this is a 
solid achievement on the part of private managements and that 
on this account they are entitled to every support and encourage
ment from all quarters. But unfortunately in the arguments which 
have been employed in the report there is little logic and the pro
verbial story of the lion and the lamb has been fully illustrated. 
This is not fair and can never carry conviction. As was brought out 
in the evidence which was tendered before the Committee the 
managements are not in any way doing less in the matter of 
securing private assistance for educational institutions th?.n mana
gements of schools in more advanced countries like England are 
able to do while the financial assistance of Government is very 
much less. The difference only lies in the fact that whereas in 
other countries the work of the managements is mentioned with 
appreciation and they are treated with due sympathies and con
sideration. In our province they are constantly thought fit only 
to be criticised and chided.

The Teacher-
The chapter on the teacher may read as a good story but has 

little substance or arguments in it. When it is admitted that 
in England and U. S. A . also teachers have the same grievances 
against society which they have hero, the point that is tried to 
be made out against managers loses all its force. It is admitted 
that the various ills from which a teacher suffers are inlierent 
in the profession, as is asserted by an American educationalist 
who has been quoted. They are common to all teachers if  all 
nationalities and of all institutions, whether Government or non- 
Government. The allegations which have been made against 
Managers for ill treating teachers are not supported by an  ̂ fact,



evidence or record. A few cases of indiscretion on the part of 
certain individual managers cannot have universal application. 
There are known cases in which Government servants have been 
illegally removed in haste and subsequently reinstated by courts 
of law. This will not warrant any argument that Government 
servants have no security of tenure. The teachers may sometimes 
not ba^e a seiise of security, but they aetually hay© full security 
of tenure at least since the system of agreements has been enforced. 
In fact it is admitted in the report in chapter II that the Manag
ing Committees have very little power of dismissing or punishing 
th<e teachers. It is said in the report that “  formerly the Managing 
Co»mmittees had absolute power of appointment and dismissal of 
th(eir teachers. During the last 20 years or so the latter has been 
seriously limited by the prescription of an agreement between 
the management and the teacher and the conferment on the latter 
of a right of appeal to an arbitration board. It has been further 
curtailed by the necessity of requiring prior approval of the De- 
partment to the dismissal of a teacher under para 10 of the agree
ment.” After the enforcement of the agreements the question 
of security of tenure does not arise at all. In fact the agreements 
are one sided and it has become impossible to deal with them even 
when they are positively delinquent. It is true that certain 
qnarters prefer to indulge in vague general accusations against 
management on this point, but they are unable to substantiate 
their allegations. They cannot cite facts and figures. In fact in 
the course of evidence it was definitely enquired by one of the 
representatives of the managements as to how many teachers had 
been removed from service against their terms of agreement during 
the last 5 years. But no information could be furnished and the 
inquirer was asked not to press his inquiry. The reply would 
have easily shown that there was little substance in the charge. 
Unless it is substantiated by proper facts and figures it has no 
value.

With regard to the sense of security it cannot be created 
unless the intervention of the Inspector in the matter of action 
unider agreements is removed. So long as the teachers have to 
look for help to a third party like the Inspector the matter can 
never be solved and an atmosphere of back-biting and intrigue to 
the detriment of discipline and prestige of the Head Master and 
the managements will prevail. It is unfair that managements



should have to offer regular explanations to the Inspector before 
being able to take necessary disciplinary action in proper cases. 
The XJniversities impose no such restriction and rightly lay down 
that all questions relating to breach of prescribed agreements 
should go direct before the University Tribunal without any pre
vious intervention or investigation by any other agency. This is 
the only light foim  and must, ba adopted in the case of sohool 
agreements which should ba amended. The Inspector’s interven
tion and enquiry is a very potent source of irritation and mischief. 
Police or judicial work should be no part of his duty. The fact 
is that Uuiversities repose due contidence in the managements 
while unreasoned absence of it is the distinguishing feature of 
the policy pursued by Inspectors of Schools, There are a number 
of Committees in the Province which manage degree colleges as 
well as High Schools. They are considered quite efficient and 
trustworthy so far as the d.egree colleges are concerned but the 
moment they deal with High Schools they become inefficient, un
trustworthy and unreliable. The reason is not far to seek. The 
Universities deal with them in a democratic manner and also 
appoint democratic boards of inspection to report on their work 
and efficiency whereas the department of education deals with 
them in a bureaucratic manner and expects them to be its blind 
“  yes men ”  and abjectly surrender to its behests. Matters are 
sure to improTe considerably if the department of education also 
develops democratic ways of dealing with the managements of 
institutions and only makes the system of inspection democratic 
at least in the case of High Schools and Intermediate Colleges 
so thft a panel and not an individual may be entrusted with the 
task of reporting on an institution. If these changes are introduc
ed most of the present complaints against managements which 
are more imaginary than real will automatically disappear and 
instead of the present tension peace will reign. The Inspectors 
not only in the case of teachers as has been admitted in the report 
but also in the case of management “ consider it their duty to 
discover the faults of omission and commission and they take 
their good work as a matter of course not meriting any acknow
ledgment.”  The result is that the managements become disgusted 
and lose their ardour and the joy of their work.



Constitution of the Managing Committee.
There is hardly any need fur a uaiform stereo-typed Constitu

tion of the managements. In the degree colleges also there is 
rightly no such constitution desired. In connection with the 
appointment of Universities Grant-Committee due assurance has 
l^een oSered to t\ie TJuiveTsitios and the Managmg Committees of 
the degree collpges that their autonomy shall not ba interfered 
with. Thus the autonomy of the Managing Committees which 
mainage both degree Colleges and High Schools will remain intact 
so far as the^colleges are concerned but not in relation to the schools. 
Surely there is no reason for this invidious differentiation and for 
the Inspectorate to be anxious to have greater control ove” the aided 
schools and their managing bodies than that which is exercised by 
th© aflaliating Universities over their affiliated colleges and their 
governing bodies. The various types of Managing Committees 
deiscribed in the report control the degree colleges as well. Their 
members are also of the same type and they also take as great or 
as little interest in the institutions as do the members of the 
Managing Committees of Schools. In their case also the decieions 
of the Managing Committees are also not final without approval by 
the parent body and the latter has every authority to revise, 
change or reject their decisions. There are no educational quali- 
fieations prescribed for members of governing bodies of affiliated 
coHleges and their representatives in the Uni'/ersities. One may 
be only literate to be a member of a very important body like the 
legislature. In fact in the centre as well as in the provinces the 
ministers and their parliamentary secretaries including those who 
control the education department are not required to possess any 
educational qualifications. Only if they are literate they are en
titled to hold these responsible jobs. T h e ’ stunt therefore, of 
insisting on members of the Managing Committees of Schools, 
wliich are a very less important concern to possess high educa
tional qualifications requires to be explained specially when it is 
a patently known fact that the differences of the Inspectorate with 
educated members and office bearers of the committees are more 
acutely pronounced than with others. The explanation may be 
fo’und in the significant statement in the report. “ The Inspector 
o f  Schools is only an inspecting and advising officer while there 
are many managements which listen to his advice, there are others



which take no notice of it. Rules and orders are flouted.” The 
Inspector thinks too much of his position and his authority. He 
does not like to hold a constitutional position and wants the most 
autocratic authority. He wants that his word should be treated as 
law and like a true bureaucrat he does not tolerate any honest 
difference. Even if his advice may not he consistent with rules 
and the interest of an institution it mnst b8 obeyed without ques
tion. It is not necessary that all Inspectors should interpret the 
rules in the same manner and their policies may be unifrom. They 
vary with the change in the personnel, and the management is 
expected meekly to sub nit to be tossed one way or the other at 
their mere sweet will. The fact is that unless the Inspectorate is 
reformed and reorganised little improvement can be expected. lu 
order to justify a preconceived conclusion all sorts of conceivable 
arguments have been advanced to paint the managements as black 
as possible. If they bring or donate money it is asserted that the 
object is sinister. Because the members are from all walks of life’  ̂
it is a sin for the Managing Committees of Schools although uni
versally it is considered meritorious for all democratic institutions. 
I f  the members are of influence or high academic attainments, this 
also must be condemned. In the case of more important offices of 
ministers and members of legislatures it is not necessary that pre
vious schooling and training may be received to qualify people for 
the offices but if one has to be a member of the iManaging Com
mittee of a School controlled by a highly specialised and important 
officer like the Inspector, one must obtain a certificate from the 
Director of Education that he has studied and knows the problems 
of education. It is a highly ridiculous proposition especially when 
it was admitted in their evidence by experienced headmasters that 
all that was required from a member of a Managing Committee was 
sturdy common sense. A very unnatural complaint has been 
added to the inexhaustible list of grievances against Managing 
bodies that where a general body elects members to a Managing 
Committee “ the constitution of the latter reflects the party in 
power.”  This happens in all democracies. All political and o:her 
parties and Governments are run on this basis. There seems 
hardly any point in the objection, and the insinuation made only 
shows lack of imagination on the part of the Inspectorate Wiich 
has to be very seriously considered by Government. It is said 
that the committees should have on them educationists and repre



sentatives of guardians, but i f  they are there already, their asso
ciation with the managing bodies makes them unfit and undesir
able. These elements have to be introduced from outside, although 
this may disrupt the harmony of the committees. Where elections 
and committees are concerned there are bound to be differeocea 
and frictions and no organisations, howsoever well they may be 
organised, can be free from them. The introduction of three no
minated members will in no way, improve matters. Nominated 
members have been found to be a potent source of mischief in 
District and Municipal Boards and cannot prove otherwise in the 
committees of schools. Nowhere in any committee, sooiety or 
organisation, are all people equally active and interested in 
the discharge of their duties, but it cannot be denied 
tlhat like members of other bodies there are some members 
o f  Managing Committees who devote their time aod 
attention to the work of the institutions. The nominees 
o f  Government can never be expected to evince an equally 
keen interest. They will owe their loyalty to none and there is 
nothing to ensure that they will be interested in the institution. 
Iit is not unlikely that for want of sufficiently qualified men or to 
satisfy ambitious Government may have to appoint the same 
p-erson on a number of committees in a locality. In this case, he 
w ill be still less interested in any institution. Denominational 
institutions have been condemned but there is no guarantee that 
the persons nominated by Government will not belong only to a 
certain political party. This political infiltration into the Manag
ing Committees will be disastrous. It will give them as much as a 
denominational character as any evil that is supported to raise in 
tlhe case of denominational institutions. There is no indication as 
to what kind of people Government will be expected to nominate ; 
whether the nominees will be educationists or r(3presentatives of 
guardians and communities. W ho is an educationist is difficult 
to define and has not been defined Such nominees are sure to 
bioss over other members of the committee. The presence of tea
chers and heads of other institutions on this ground in the com- 
mkittee is objected to, in sympathy with the feelings of teachers 
and hetids of institutions. The sentiments and practical difficulties 
oif the committee should similarly be taken into account in the 
m;atter of introduction of outside elements in the committee. The 
adoption of nominations will make the smooth working of the com-

12



mittees more difficult and it is feared that any desire on the part 
of Governmeut to control the day to day work of the institutions 
would ultimately lead to tke discouragement of people, who will 
have sufficient sense of self-respect or who on grounds of patriotism 
or philanthrophy would like to work for the development of educa
tion. The prescribed cure will prove worse than the disease itself. 
The nominees will be exploited by interested parties and their 
functions will be reduced more to that of advocates of interests 
than of impartial judges. The proposal of nominations is ill con
ceived and is most emphatically opposed in the larger interests of 
the institutions concerned.

There is no valid analogy between,the statutory bodies of D is
trict and Municipal Boards and the Managing C;)mmittees of edu
cational institutions which are constituted trusts. The powers of 
regulation, supervision and control of these trusts like all other 
trusts should rightly continue to be exercised as at present by the 
Civil Courts. In no case should the Government have any authority 
to deal with them by its executive orders. This will never inspire 
public confidence and will be a very reactionary and retrograde 
step. The executive Governmeut should not have any authority 
to remove and suspend the committees which were never cons
tituted by it or any bodies created by it. There are valuable trust 
properties attached to the institutions and it will constitute a very 
grievous wrong if Government may have the power to vary their 
terms and constitution and put on them its nominees or remove or 
suspend the managements or their members. Constitutionally this 
is simply inconceivable and the suggestion betrays colossal lack of 
imagination and appreciation of the very grave constitutional im 
propriety involved in it. On this analogy it may become possible 
for Government to assume control of all trusts of all kinds and 
even direct their funds and property in any manner and to any 
object that Government may autocratically choose. Obviously this 
cannot even be imagined in any civilised and constitutionally or
ganised country. In fact the anxiety to build a case against the 
Managing Committees has led to the mark being overshot. In the 
whole chapter there is not mentioned one single good point in 
favour of the managements. In desperate anxiety to find favour for 
the revolutionary suggestions which liave boon inatlo rather vin
dictively, the managements and the managers have been shown



as the worst criminals going. This is prejudice and propaganda 
in exolsis and all tliis is iu faco of a clear verdict that aided iuati- 
tutions are at least as good as Government institutions as the 
replies to question 14 will show. It is not clear how the forma
tion of selection committees for making appointments in ordinary 
schools will help matters whon the committees ate so dishones); 
and devoid of all sense of responsibility as they have been repre- 
senited to be in the report. The decisions will evidently be subject 
to ratification by the committee and if  the committee are really so 
demoralised there is nothing to stop them from turning down the 
sub-committee’s proposal and appointing a man of their own choice. 
The Lucknow University lately turned down the recommendation 
of its Selection Committee, The disappointed candidates will can
vass} on various grounds and can succeed against the Selection 
Committee, It presupposes that appointments are always made 
after interviews. They are generally made in March, April or July. 
It may be difficult to get for interview teachers serving in other 
soho’ols. The candidates will be unable to bear their travelling 
expenses and the Managing Committees will seldom be able to find 
the same.

The heads of institutions may be on the committees but there 
are serious difficulties, which have been mentioned in the report, 
in the introduction of teachers. The position of the heads of insti
tutions will become very difficult. They will not ba able to express 
themselves fully and will have to recognise the superior position 
of the teacher on the committee. It will introduce and encourage 
trad© unionism, which thanks to the policy of the education 
department, is fast growing among the teachers. The teachers 
will not represent their own views but those of their confederates 
and associations. This was clear from the statements of some of 
the teachers who gave oral evidence. Some of them had hardly 
been in an institution in this province for more than 20 or 21 
months but claimed to know more about the institutions and the 
deficiency, of the managements than those who had been, much 
longer there. They left uo stone unturned in painting them black. 
Of course substaintiation of facts was lacking. There was actually 
little in their personal knowledge. They could express themselves 
better than others and were obviously prepared by their confede
rates and organisation^ to say certain things.



Complaints against the Managements.
The terms of reference as has been pointed out in the begin

ning of this note are not fair. The issues involved have been pre
judged and pre-determined. In fact they left hardly any room for 
an independent enquiry and if a finding is based on them ag has 
been done the objection stands proved.

The main burden of the complaint is that there is insecurity 
of tenure. How this is possible in face of the one-sided agreements 
which are in force has not been explained nor have any facts or 
figures been quoted. A  general accusation incapable of substan
tiation is asked to be accepted on trust. Surely nO claim can be 
established in this manner. The oorrect position has been stated 
by a lady M. L. 0 . and another M. L. A. who have been cited that 
the security of tenure has now been secured by the introduction of 
agreement.

It is admitted that there is a demand that the institutions 
should be taken over by Government. This demand is not confined 
to the employees of educational institutions but is also made by 
employees of various other public bodies. The demand is dictated 
by self interest for it is clear that these institutions and public 
bodies have limited resources and cannot pay as much as Govern
ment may pay if it takes them up. Mr. Nehpal Singh clearly says 
in his note that the proposition is absurd and it is not possible for 
Government to assume the responsibility of all aided institutions. 
The demand is no indication or proof of the fact that there is in
herently something wrong with the aided institutions as has been 
tried to be made out.

It is agreed that “ the real reason is egoism.”  The question 
arises on whose part. The difficulty is that the Inspectorate is 
growing more and more egoistic. It is unable to adjust itself to 
changed times and circumstances when brute authority from any 
quarter can no longer be tolerated, and it still loves to be the 
monarch of all it surveys. At present authority rests on the good
will and confidence of the people concerned secured by tact, sym
pathy, fair play and justice. This he considers a weakness. There 
exists one very great danger. The policy of divide and rule has 
been introdi^ced in the educational institutions as was done in the 
political field and an unfortunate fealing is being aotively fanned



amongst the teachers through the wrong policy of the department 
of education that their interests are not identical with those of the 
managements and the evil effect of this is being felt more and more 
pronounced. This is fraught with serious danger and the sooner 
this is stopped the better will it be for all parties concerned and 
for the cause of education itself. In some cases actual complaints 
haTe been mad© that on th.o active iacitemeut of the laapectorate 
the school staff have flouted the authority of manager and refused 
to comply with their legitimate and hona fide orders. This is not 
based on any imagination but there are concrete instances.

Whatever the personal experience of the Secretary of the Com
mittee may have been, to whom credit is due that he has not con
cealed his feelings of hostility against managements, the most solid 
fact is there that in face of the present agreements frequent change 
of staff is impossible. It would have been fairer i f  the secretary 
with all his views formed and his engrained bias based on his past 
and out of date experience had only tendered evidence and not 
accepted his office. Whatever the M. L. C. who has been quoted 
may have said, a.teacher cannot be removed capriciously for finan
cial or party reasons.

1. To sum up there is actually no insecurity of tenure any 
more.

2. The teachers do the same amount and kind of work that 
they do in Government Schools. In all institutions including Gov
ernment School they cannot avoid clerical duties.

3. Very few will be able to appreciate the complaint men- 
tioued in this head. It is difficult to decipher what the statement 
means.

4. For fault finding inspection and autocratic administration 
it is the Inspector who is responsible. It has been admitted in the 
report that points of merit he omits while he is always fond of cri
ticising his work.

6. Compared with Government institutions and in consonance 
with the policy of Government to keep down the expenditure and 
tkerefore the grant, low salaries were inevitable. Government 
airways gave very low grants and it is wrong to say that Govern
ment shares half the cost. If only it did this the lot of the 
teachers and the institutions would be very much better,



6. Whatever the expressian may meaOj there is hardly any 
differoitco in cultural ameuitios and cultural atmosphere in aided 
and Government institutions. The expression has no doubt a very 
formidable pose but it is not clear if it refers to any tangible com
modity anywhere.

Private Tuition and Teacheri.

The whole question seems to have been hogged and it appears 
to have been admitted in a way that it will be almost impossible to 
control private tuitions of teachers.

Unauthorited Fees in Private Institutions.
As far as is known in civilised countries there is nothing 

known as ‘ unauthorised fees”  in educational institutions. This 
is a term which has been invented to justify the unjustifiable in
terference which is sought to be made in the legitimate discretion 
of the managements. In all countries only the minima are laid 
down and the maxima are left to be determined at the discretioa 
of the managements according to their circumstances and needs. 
The whole income is of course expected to be accounted for. Thi  ̂
was the only right course for adoption here also but unfortunately 
it is considered a weakness of administration to repose confidence 
in and trust the discretion of the managements as is done in other 
countries. Not all the fees enumerated in the report are charged 
by all institutions. The same charges are known by differen: 
names in different institutions and as an experienced Inspector 
rightly remarked he saw nothing wrong in this. The cost of edu
cation had increased and will further increase and unless there is 
elasticity in the resources of the institutions or the Government 
undertake to find the difference between income and expenditure, 
the institutions will never be able to shoulder their responsibilities. 
This will give rise to complaints and the responsibility will be 
unjustly fastened on the managements. The right course was to 
let the fees charged continue to be charged and it was at one time 
felt that the committee was of this opinion but unfortunately it 
seems that certain influences prevailed against it. The limitatiQas



\irhicli are thoughtlessly suggested to bu imposed are sure to prove 
embarrassiug to Governmeut itself before loug. The music and 
optional subjects fee should be charged. The various extra fees 
should bo charged ia all classes. The use of the term ‘ ‘for services 
rendered”  in connection with extra fees may only cause complica
tions and raise needless controversies. It should be dropped.

Transfer Board.
Very siroug (3Xception is taken to the opening remarks which, 

are not justified by actual facts. They are purely the result of 
wijjliful thinking and the outcome of an unhealthy anxiety to run
down the managements. It is emphatically repeated once more 
tliat ever since the introduction of the agreements which are all in 
favour of the teacher only, there has been no insecurity of service.

How the board will usefully function and be able to help the 
teachers to retain in cases of transfer, their continuity of service 
and the advantages of such continuity it is difficult to understaod 
especially when Goveroment have lately introduced an unjust but 
mandatory rule that a teacher shall be appointed in the lowest 
sicale of his gra le. Such rule does not exist in Uuiversities and 
degree colleges and it is wondered if it ia a concrete expression of 
the solicitude of the department of education for the trodden 
teachers of aided institutions.

The Arbitration Board.
No comments are needed.

Mitcelianeout.
With regard to block grants they can be helpful only if unlike 

tbe present they are assessed on a liberal basis with due sympathy 
and with proper regard o f  the growing needs of the institutions. 
Otherwise they will prove a greater source of embarassment.

N’o t e :— T he report is signidoantly silent with re<»ard to the important 
matter referred to iu question 15, and thus betrays its partisan 
sp irit; whioh is regrettable.



Retommendation^.
I. A Very cursory glance of the report will coacliisively 8hO\̂  ̂

that it characteristically lacks balance like the Inspector’s inspec- 
tioa report. There is no mention of the difficulties and troubles 
of the managements nor has any one point in their favour been 
mentioned, except, only casually. It has been taken for granted 
not only that they have no grievances but also that they can have 
no grievances. Quite significantly no notice has been taken of 
question 28, and the scathing replies to it. They were found 
inconvenient because they did not support the terms of reference. 
The gravamen of the charge, after all the mountain having been 
in labour, is that the managements do not give security o f tenure 
to the teachers. This charge in fact is the only charge, which 
is repeated ad nauseium in the whole report in a desperate effort 
to magnify it beyond all proportiou. There are no figures to show 
how many teachers were removed during a definite period and on 
what grounds and if such figures could be compiled, it is certain 
they will not support the charge. The conclusion which has been 
arrived at is wholly unwarranted and cannot be supported. As 
has been stated elsewhere there are Committees which manage 
both degree colleges and schools and there are no complaints 
against them so far as the former are concerned, yet they are 
charged with all possible defects in relation to the latter. How 
this happens has to be justified. There are on the managements 
notable personalities like Dr. H. N. Kunzru, ^ n d it  Iqbal Narain 
Gurtu, Dr. Brajendra Swarop and many others whom any institu
tion will feel proud to posses. Yet when they have to deal with 
the Inspectors of Schools they become undesirables only fit to be 
taught their duties and responsibilities in their special class. 
A ll this needs an explanation. It is not far to seek. It is due 
to a scramble bordering on lust for power on the part of the Inspec
torate. It is impatient with the managements. If they point 
to flaws and inoquities in its reports and suggestions it feels hurt 
and sore. The Inspector expects blind faith in and tacit obedience 
to his orders. He hates to be a constitutional friend and adviser 
of the managements like .the universities and wants to have all 
the powers in himself, so that the managements are reduced to 
dead machines which may only move to his orders. Such bureau
cratic notions are out of date and must injure the educational



institutions and the sacred cause of education. It is the Inspec
torate which stands in need of immediate and radical reforms. 
It  must be reorganised at once for the interest of the advancement 
o f  education. The departmental officers must be made to feel that 
they are not high and big officials but responsible friends, guides, 
and advisers of managements, who are by no means their inferiors 
or subordinates but their equals and co-operators in the field of 
education for the mere love of their work. Recrimination accom
panied by calculated propaganda has always been considered a 
convenient handmaid to repression and suppression but this has 
never secured any justification or success for any acts of repression 
and suppression. In the sacred field of education the consequences 
may be still more harmful. The methods of administration vrhich 
the education department wants to employ by the use of force are 
out of date and place. They have to create an atmosphere of 
good will and understanding to find that most of their complaints 
disappear like vapour in the air. No organisation can be consider
ed perfect and as such the constitution of the Managing Committees 
may also not be perfect but there is nothing fundamentally wrong 
with it. As has been unequivocally admitted the conclusion has 
been based not on any independent finding but on the wordings 
o f the terms of reference, in which as has been pointed out the 
Government and in fact the department of education, have pre
judged and predetermined the issue in reference and disclosed 
their mind, as such it cannot carry any weight with it. The Ins
pector has become too much fond of authority and instances can be 
cited in which he has unduly tried to interfere with the discretions 
o f  head-masters also in disciplinary matters in which his orders were 
not open to any revision or appeal. In one case a headmaster was 
gratuitously told that his enquiry was not satisfactory and that he 
should have not “ expelled”  but “ removed”  a particular boy. 
It may be noted that the educational code knows only the term 
“ expelled”  and not removed Fortuuately the headmaster did 
not submit to the tyranny but he did on this account incur dis
pleasure. He may have been considered guilty of flouting of 
superior authority also. The recommendation therefore is that 
the Inspectorate should be reformed, reorganised and democratised, 
that it should not seek larger control o v ^  institutions than the 
universities assume over degree colleges, that the system of control 
and inspection should be changed and democratised so that no
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individual Inspectors but panels of Inspectors, which should 
include experienced non-officials, should iaspect and report on the 
efficiency of the institutions especially where High Schools and 
Intermediate Colleges are concerned and that as in the case of 
degree colleges the autonomy of the aided institutions should be 
respected in the interest of peace, harmony, efficiency and justice,

II. The difficulty with regard to the teachers’ representa
tion has been pointed out in this note and also mentioned in the 
report. The heads of institutions will be the first to feel the 
unpleasant consequences of such a step. In their eyidence the 
teachers did not spare them from their flings. Along with the 
managements they had a good share of contumely also at their 
hands. Indications are not wanting of a demand that representa
tion to teachers as one unit is not enough but that it should be 
granted to them according to the class to which they belong, so 
that C. T ’Sj non-C. T ’s, L . T ’s and non -L. T*s, Maulvis and Pandits 
may have separate representations and also that it may be accord
ing to tho subjects taught by them. The committees do not deal 
with educational problems and as such the teacheas may not fit 
in. Moreover the strength of ministerial staff in double section 
institutions is not by any means negligible and on the analogy of 
teachers their demand also for representation will be irresistible.

III. The autonomy of the Managing committee should be 
respected. They are trusts and some of them have valuable trust 
properties. Some of the properties are vested by donors’ regis
tered deeds of trusts, as in the cases of the Kayastha Pathshala, 
Allahabad, Shia College, Lucknow, and Balwant Eajput College, 
Agra. There are many other such trusts. Also very valuable 
properties have been assigned by the donors. The introducdon 
of three outsiders by nomination to these bodies is neither necessary 
r.or possible. I f  the trusts are not working properly the remedy 
is an action under Section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code and not 
the illegal introduction of outsiders into the committees of the 
trusts. In the eye of law they may he considered interlopers. 
Moreover as has been explained nominated members cannot derive 
any special sanctity or superiority from the mere fact of tlioir 
nomination. They wjjl create intrigues and complications as 
has been proved in the case of district and municipal boards and 
Bjore often than not became partisans and advocates ’ of vest'^d



interests, The result will be tbat the peace of the committees 
which they are enjoying at present will be robbed for no fault 
o f theirs. The recommendation which has been made is therefore 
ludicrous. It will immensely worsen matters and bring no advan
tage whatsoever.

IV  & V. Government should have no authority to interfere 
in tbe suggested manner with the autonomy of these bodies, which 
are trusts and have acquired and accumulated valuable trust 
properties. If a trust is not functioning properly the only valid 
and legal course open is to challenge it according to law in the 
judge’s court and obtain a verdict of mismanagement against if. 
The sugg'isted short cut is prdoticaily an aduiissi )n that no such 
case can be established. In fairness the matter should have stop
ped here but unf6rtunately there is an anxiety to get round the 
law and the serious implications of such an unconstitutional step 
appear to be no concern. On this analogy it might be argued that 
Government should have executive authority to assume control 
over all trusts and their properties in any manner it thinks fit, 
obviously this will be an unacceptable proposition. Equally un
acceptable should be the present recommendation which is ill- 
conceived and ill-advised. The suggested course will shake public 
confidence and scare away self-respecting workers and also dry 
up all public charity.

Y I. This recommendation, as has been pointed out, is of 
little practical value.

V II, As has been explained, in advanced and civilised coun
tries the term unauthorised fees is hardly known. It is an 
invention here. The fact that extra fees are considered advisable 
to be levied is a vindication of the managements, who introduced 
them. The words “  should only be charged for services rendered ”  
practically make the recommendation nugatory and introduced 
needless complications and leave room open for unnecessary contro
versy. They should be expunged. All fees should be chargeable 
in all classes. Fee for music should be allowed to be charged, 
la  a vital matter like finances there should be no room for any 
thoughtless prejudice. W ithout due elasticity of finances the insti
tutions cannot grow and be prosperous and undue check on elastici
ty will prove baneful. The committee which published its report 
in 1940 had clearly kept this important point in view.



The question of breach of agreement should be a matter for 
settlement direct between the managements and the Arbitration 
Boards and the Inspectors should have nothing to do with it. At 
no stage should his intervention or consultation be necessary and 
the agreements should be amended accordingly,

Vll^ IX  & X, No comments are required.
X I. As has been pointed out they are not likely to prove 

useful.
XV. Block grants should not be illiberal as at preseni:. To 

be helpful they should be calculated on a more liberal basis \?ith 
due regard to the growth of the institutions, otherwise they will 
prove more embarrassing.

X V I. In no case should any legislation be thought of wlich 
may high-handedly and unjustly violate the sanctity of the trists 
and the trust deeds. It will shake public confidence and create 
nervousness amongst donors. There is also no valid reason for 
this unusual and unconstitutional step.

It may be added in the end that the report was considerei in 
undue haste. The last meeting of the committee was helc at 
Nainital on 29th May, 1947. It was understood that sufficient 
time of about a month would be allowed to the members aftei its 
despatch before it would be taken up for consideration. This was 
not done. The report was received on 23rd October, 1947, and 
taken up for consideration on 28th October, 1947. A protest !fa:a 
not helpful. The chairman, it is believed, was a member of the 
committee by virtue of his office. Before the date on whioh the 
report was taken up for consideration he had resigned and relin
quished hi^offifi£t,.5L^he attended the meetings on 28th and S9th

|Hed over them. It is doubtful if in tlese 
oiro.rfm^^arfl(Jes'Thj8~-reDor^^ constitutionally considerei and 
pa/srai'

(Sd.) R a j N a t h  K u n z r u , 

fManager  ̂ Viqtoria High fSlfJmnl.
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